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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to investigate the impact of a whole language program
on the reading and writing development of grade two students. A whole language and
a basal skills approach to literacy acquisition were compared. One hundred and four
grade twO students were equally divided into two groups.

The subjects in the

experimental group were exposed 10 whole language in grade one and grade two and the
subjects in the control group were taught using a skills approach in grade one and a
whole language approach in grade two. The subjects were tested at the beginning and
towards the end of grade two on their achievement levels on standardized tests of reading
comprehension. meaning vocabulary and sight vocabulary. An evalualion of writing
ability was also carried out according to selected criteria.
The results showed thai the subjects in the experimenlal whole language group
scored significantly higher on tests of writing ability after one year of exposure to whole
language than did the control group. After twO years, the experimental group scored
significantly higher on reading comprehension and writing ability than did the control
group.

There were no significant differences between the two groups in meaning

vocabulary and sight vocabulary, however, the relationship was in the expected direction.
Tn sum, it was concluded that whole language intervention at the grnde onc level not only
significantly improved writing ability in grade one but also significantly improved
reading comprehension and writing ability in grade two.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCl'ION TO THE STUDY
Statement or the Problem
Basal reading programs have been an integral pan of reading instruction in most
schools in Nonh America for many years. Educators often view these programs as a
comprehensive reading curriculum consisting of graded readers, teacher manuals, scope
and sequence charts, workbooks and/or skillbooks, tests and numerous other optional
materials. Basal readers arc frequently used as the major instructional tool in teaching
reading and, as such, they are often considered to be an entire reading curriculum.
Tmditionally, basals have contained a skills orientation to reading instruction and
n:.flecl the belief that reading acquisition is based on

th~

mastery of a sequence of

discrete skills.
The premise underlying the basal reading method is that reading is a
developmental task involving acquisition of major skills and that each of
these major skills is comprised of many subskills. These subskills vary
in difficulty and complexity and therefore need to be introduced to the
reader in a logical pn::scribed order. Not only do the subskills in each
major skill arer. need to be ontered, but plans need to be made for
integrating them into an instructional program so that the reade!" can begin
to interrelate them. (Flood ~ Lapp, 1983, p.294)
Viewed in this way, reading is believed to occilr by progressing through the acquisition
of a series of skills beginning with lhe identification of the letters, their corresponding
sounds, words, sentences and finally onto the larger units of the language. This is often
referred to as the bOllom-up model of reading (Ono, 1982) where decoding the print is
perceived to be one of the most imponant aspects of reading and, r.:onsequently, a heavy
emphasis is placed on word recognition and phonics. Comprehension is seen as tne
outgrowth of reader's automatic skill in decoding the print (ChalJ, 1983; OUo, 1982;

Smith, 1982; Libennan & Shankwci1er, 1979). Within this framework, reading and
writing are judged to be distinct complex skills to be learned separately and 10 be taughl
sequentially, mainly through leacher directed activities. Writing is taught in the same
skill directed manner as reading. Until recemly, it was thought that children could not
write until they had the ability to spell commonly used words, usual!y at some point in
grade two (Beebe, 1988).

Emphasis was placed on correct spelling, handwriting,

punctuation and capitalization with much less attemion being given 10 message quality.
During the past twenty-five years, there has been a rapid increase in what is
known about language learning, beginninsr literacy acquisition, and the relationship
between the ,woo Studies have sho....'il that children come to school already equipped with
considerable knowledge about the language they use while learm".: to read and write
(Goodman, 1983; Clay, 1975). Once researchers staned examining the natural behaviours
of young children (birth to six years of age) in litemte home environments, they began
to see the natural emergence of reading and wriling which they subsequenlly labelled
emerging or emergent literacy (Teale & Sulzby, 1989).
Infonnation from this type of reseuch has given. ·ducators new insights into how
children acquire all language abilities. It

i~

now known that reading and writi:lg begin

much earlier than educators once believed. For example, by the time children reach age
two or three, they can identify some of the print in their environment such as signs,
labels and logos (Goodman, 1983; Hiebert, 1981).
children also

~"periment

Research has shown that young

with writing and that early scribbles are the origin of all

dral»ing and writing. An important

inv~stigation

by Marie Clay (1975) indicated tllat

sometime between the ages of three and five most children become aware that marks on

p,lper and signs in the environment have a pUfJ'Ose and convey a mcss:lgc.
Teachen and educators have become disenchanted Wilh tradilional skill programs
and have begun questioning their own beliefs and underslandings about bow children

lcam to IUd and write. These educators found that students wm: spending far m~ time
on questionable activilics such IS workbook pages, skillsheets., and tests Ihan on aclual
reading and writing aaivities.
discovered that -silent

~ading

Anderson, Hieben, SCOII, and Wilkinson (1985)

time in the typical primary school class is seven or eighl

minutes per day, or less than 10 percent of Ihe lOtal time devoled to readinf (p.74).
Coinciding with this is the fact thai 70 percent of reading instructional time is devoted
to independenl workbook activities and skillsheen.
Many teachers have dj""arded lhese praclices in search of betler approa...hes for
language acquisition. Teacher discnchanrment with lradilional progrnms, coupled wilh
cumDI research inlO natural lartgtoage learning, hos resulled in a majOl paradigm shifl in
Ihe theory underlying literacy acquisition. Consequently, there has been a trend away
from a skills approach

10

a more natural, holislit, or whole language approach 10

language learning in ils 'Nriuen form.
From mis child-a:nt:red perspective, children learn to read and write in the s:ame

natural manner lbat they learned 10 listen and speak.
The key theorerical premise for whole langu3ge is thai, the world over,
babies acquire a language lbrough actually using it, not Ihrough practicing
its separate pam until some later date when Ihe pans are assembled and
the totality is finally used. llte major assumption is that the model of
acquisition through renl use (rIOt Ihrough practice exercises) is the best
model for thinking about and helping with the learning of reading and
writing and learning in general. (Altwcrger, Edelsky &. Aores, 1987. p.
145)
The whole language approach grew out of psycholinguislic theory. Psycholingu:s·

tics is considered to be the maniage of tWO sciences; cognitive psychology, which
explores the workings of the human mind; and linguistics, which explores the nalUre of
human language (Cooper & Petrosky, 1976). From this perspective, commonly referred
to as rhe IOp·down model (Ouo, 1982), reading is viewed as a psycholinguistic guessing
game (Goodman, 1976) in which readers use their background knowledge of the world
and the language in order to make hypotheses or predictions regarding the print.
Comprehension is seen as the most imponant goal of any reading encounter. Decoding
is viewed as an outcome of making connections between print and the meaning. Readers
can discover these connections themselves if Ihey are surrounded by an environment
filled with print and given meaningful literary experiences (Goodman, 1986; Bissex,
1981; Holdaway, 1979; Smith, 1982; Ouo, 1982).
More recent research refers to reading as a socio·psycholinguistic process
(Anderson, 1984; Weaver, 1988; Strickland & Morrow, 1988) which perceives reading
to be a process of constructing meaning through interaction between the reader, the reader's knowledge, the print and, of equal tmponance, the context of the reading silUation.
A socio-ps}'cholinguistic view of language learning considers the learner
within a culture learning and using language to represent thinking in social
siruatiGnal Contexts in home, community a' i school settings. (Anderson,
1984, p.7)
In the traditional school setting, language is often broken down into fragmented skills
which are neither meaningful nor purposeful. Researchers now question the emphasis on
skill activities related to reading and the emphasis on mech:l.nics in the improvement of
wriuen expression (Calkins. 1985; Slaughter, 1988).

Funhennore, the trnditional

approach of separating writing from reading is under critical observation (Varble, 1990).
In contrast, a whole language classroom promotes learning to read and write in a setting

which encourages: a) meaningful natural language pauems; b) whole language rather
than fragmented elements of language; c) language which is functional or purposeful;
and, d) language which is learned in a meaningful context (Anderson, 1984).
In keeping with this

phi'~sophy,

the Department of Educoluon for the province of

Newfoundland and Labrador recently adopted a language arts program entitled Nelson
Networks (McInnes, 1987) which is based on the whole language beliefs.

This

inslJ'Uctionai program represents one of three components or modules which comprise the
primary language ans curriculum for the province. The three modules are presented in
the curriculum guide book entitled Experiencing Language, (1988). First, a Language
Experience Module is outlined which utilizes the natural language and experiences of the
child in order to teach children to fead and write.

The importance of relating the

children's oral language to written language and relating reading to writing is emphasized. Second, an InSlJ'Uctional Module is included which is the selected instructional
program (Nelson Networks). This module assists children in learning how to listen,
speak, read and write. Third, a Literature Module is presented which provides exposure
to a variety of children's literature for the purpose of facilitating me reading and writing
development of children in the primary grades.
In September 1988,

"'J~

Department of Education implemented the new primary

language arts program for use in grade one classrooms throughout the province. The
Roman Catholic School Board for SI. John's did not begin using this program at that
time because it was believed that it was necessary to conduct a pilot program and to
provide inservice for teachers.

Six grade one classrooms were chosen to pilot the

program in September 1988 and, subsequently, it was decided that the program would

menled in all grade one and twO classrooms in September, 1989. This meant lhat most
of (he children who enlered grade two during the fall of 1989 in the Roman Calholic
school hoard did noc have exposure during lheir grade one year to Ihe new language arts
program.
The question arises as to whether Ihe implememation of Ihe new program will
produce better readers and writers at the primary level. It is assumed that this is a
preferable progr..rn to the previous basal series but litlle empirical evidence is available
as to the effectiveness of whole language teaching (Slahl & Miller, 1989; Reutzel &
COOler, 1990; McKenna. Robinson, & Miller, 1990). One might legitimale1y ask whether
changing to a whole language approach will prove to be a more effective way to assist
children in literacy development lhan continuing with the traditional approach. Speci·
fically, two imponant questions arise from the situation in the Roman Catholic School

BOMd.
1. Will the children who have been exposed to the whole language program during grade
one attain higher achievement levels than those grade one children who were in the traditional basal program?
2. Will slUdems who have been exposed to the whole language program for grades one
and (wo auain higher achievement levels than those who have been exposed to the skills
appro.1ch in grade one and whole language in grade two?
Purpose of the Study

Over (he past decade. there has been considerable controversy ar.d discussion in
the literature between adherents of the skills approach to literacy acquisition, with its
emphasis on decoding, and advocates of the whole language approach, with its emphasis
on meaning. Whole language instruction is hecoming increasingly popular nationwide
without quantitative evidence that this approach will lead to comparable reading

achievement (Reutzel & Cooter, 1990) and improved writing ability (Varble, 1990) when
contrasted with traditional basal reader instnlction. According to Searfoss and Readence
(1989), no single issue is receiving mort: auenlion than whether or not schools should
adopt a skillslsubskilh approach or a holistic/whole language approach when teaching
reading and writing.
The purpose of this study was to investigatc thc impact of thc implementation of
the new whole language program in terms of the reading and writing achievement levels
of grade two students. Writing ability is clooe1y related to children's reading ability
(Teale & Sulzby, 1989) and reading ability depends very much on comprehension and
vocabulary development. A receptive or meaning vocabulary is considered a strong
factor in reading comprehension (Chall & Stahl, 1985) and a sight vocabulary is
considered essential to successful reading (Durkin, 1978).

This study. therefore,

examined the achievement levels of grade two students in four areas; reading comprehen.
sion, meaning vocabulary, sight vocabulary and writing ability.
The fint concern of the study was whether students who were introduced to
literacy using the whole language approach would anain higher achievement levels than
those who were introduced through a skills approach.

This part of the study was

designed to provide answers to four questions.

1. Will students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one year
altain a higher level of reading comprehension ability than those taught using a skills
approach for one year?
2. Will students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one year
altain a higher level of meaning vocabulary than those taught using a skills approach for
one year?
3. Will students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one year
altain a higher level of sight vocabulary than those laught using a skills approach for one

year?
4. Will students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one year
auain a higher level of writing ability than those taught using a skills approach for one

y<afI
The second concem of the study was whether two years of exposure to the whole
language approach would result in higher achievement levels than only one year of
exposure to the same program and one year of exposure 10 a skills approach. This part
of the study was designed to answer four questions which parallel those in the preceding

I. Will students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for two years
attain a higher level of reading comprehension ability than those who had been exposed
to the skills approach in the first year and the whole language approach for the second
year?
2. Will students who have been exposed 10 a whole language approach for two years
allain a higher level of meaning vocabulary than those who had been exposed to the
skills approach in the first year and the whole language approach for the second year?

3. Will students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for two years
altain a higher level of sight vocabulary than those who had been exposed to the skills
approaCh in the first year and the whole language approach for the sec:>nd year?
4. Will students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for two years
anain a higher level of writing ability than those who had been exposed to the skills
approach in the first year and the whole language approach for the second year?

Significance of the Sludy
Administrators, leachers, parents and studenlS need to know whether the whole
language approach is a better altemative than the traditional skills approach for literacy
acquisition.

To date, from the limited research that has been done, this does not

necessarily seem to be the case for reading.

Stahl and Miller (1989) conducted a

quantitative research synthesis of whole language and language experience approaches
for beginning reading. They found thai, overall, whole languagellanguagc experience

approaches were approximately equaJ to basal reading approaches in their achievement
effects. They believe that:
First. whole languagcJlanguage uj.lCticnce approaches may be more
effective in kindergarten than in ftnt grade. Sccood, they may produce
stronger effects on measures of word recognition than on measures of
reading comprehension. Third, ~ recent studies show a D'Cnd toward
stronger effects for baw ruding programs relative to whole language/language experience methods. (p.81)
h is believed that if reachers replaced their tradition~ approach to teaching writing
with the whole language approach, the quaJity of student's writing would improve
(Gunderson & Shapiro, 1986; Reutzel & Hollingsworth, 1988). A recent study conducted
in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador (Payne, 1989) investigated the relationship between teacher experience with whole language instruction and student achievement
of grade one children in rellding comprehension. vocabulary and writing ability. Results
indicated that there were no significant differences between student achievement levels
in reading comprchension and vocabulary development However, writing ability showed
greater improvemenl as a result of whole language instruction by a more experienced
whole language teacher.
Advocates of whole language who believe that children learn to read and write
in the same natural way they learned to speak (Edelsky, 1990; Teale & Sulzby, 1989;
Goodman, 1986; Holdaway, 1979; Watson, 1983: Newman, 1985; Anderson, 1984;
Weaver, 1988) draw their support mostly from quaJitative research in the fonn of
ethnographic or descriptive investigations. There are very few studies of a quantitative
nature to support the claims for whole language teaching. This study, then, may have
both theoretical and practical significance for offering a whole language approach to
language acquisition.

10

Limitations or the study
There are three main limitations [0 this siudy which can be classified as (a)

conceptual, (b) data-gathering, and (c) measurement. The first limitation has two aspects,
onc regarding teacher attitude and the other regarding the subjects.

For many leachers, legislated change to whole language instruction causes frar
and hesitation which often leads to resistance. While it was recognized that teacher attitude is an essential component in the success of any program, Ihe scope orlhe research

did not include this element. Similarly, variables which affect students' literacy acquisition such as background experience. motivation and parental involvement were not

measured.
The data gathering was limited because the sample was not randomly selected.

Therefore. generalizations cannot be made beyond the schools in which the study was
conducted. The experimental group had to be selccled from the classes who hud been
part of the pilot project with the Roman Catholic School Board and the control group was
selected on the basis of a close socio·economic match to the experimental group. The
catchment areas were the same for both schools, therefore, it is most likely that the
classes were very similar.
The measurement limitation concerns the fact that there were no scores available
for the subjects at the entrance to grade one. Ideally, the children would have been
measured before they began the pilot. Since this was not possible, the assumption was
made that the academic levels of the children in the control and experimental groups
were very similar because both groups had been heterogeneously assigned to grade one
classes and were from the same kind of residential areas.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE

Historical Persp«tive of Ihe Basal Reader
The earliest (onn of what might be called basal readers appeared in America in

1790 under the authorship of Noah Webster (Spache & Spache. 1986). Webster's "BlueBacked Spellers" attempted

(0

teach reading by introducing and Icaching the names of

alphabet IcueTS and their corresponding sounds. Proper pronunciation and fluency in oral

reading was the primary focus of reading inStnlction. It was believed that understanding
would come later as the children became practiced in oral reading.
It was not until 1836 thai the firs[ graded reading series. called the McGuffey

Readers, were developed by William Holmes McGuffey (McGuffey, 1962). A Presbytcrian minister, McGuffey believed it was imponant that lexlS be used to instill christian

piety and character as well as to leach reading and writing (Steller & Steddom, 1979).
As a result, the content of these: readers was flavoured with religious and moral
overtones. The McGuffey readers accompanied the esmblishment of the graded school
system and were widely used for approximately forty years. During this period, the focus
of reading insuuclion began to involve the introduction of a progression of increasingly
complex skills which had to be mastered at each grade level prior to promotion to the
next grade.
By 1890, changes in the content of the basal readers appeared which reflected a
new emphasis in education. The patriotic and moral stories of the basal gradually
disappeared and were replaced by selections which tried to capture a child's interest and
stressed the importance of the acquisition of knowledge.

,

.
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Once reading instruction was released from its theological moorings, a
rapid progression began in insuuctional technology. Gaining meaning
from prim is clearly discernible in the intentions of late eighteenth-century
aulhors. as revealed by changes in primer coment. The shift from preach·
ing adult concepts to promoting interest through child's concerns is one
of the great revolutions in the history of the basal reader (Vcnezky, 1987,
p.262).
In the early 1900's, a scientific movement in education began and instructional
practices changed from an emphasis on rolc memorization and oral reading toward a
greater emphasis on silent reading. Psychological studies clearly indicated that reading

was a complex thought·gcuing activity that depended on underlying skills and abilities.
At this time, comprehension and speed were found to be largely responsible for reading
ability (Beebe, 1990).
As early as 1940 Gray, who was one of the fast to view reading as a hierarchial
set of skills, identified the apprehension of meaning into literal, inferential, and critical
levels of understanding. The research of Davis (1942, 1944) imo the delineation of the
skills involved in comprehension had a profound effect on reading inslnJction.

It

appeared that research had finally begun to identify the basic psychological precesses
involved in reading. Authors and publishers of basal readers could not ignore these new
discoveries and began to incorporate the teaching of basic sequential skills in their
programs. As a result, the teacher's manuals or guide books to accompany the graded
readers were increased in content to include instruction for skill development. The topics
covered were broadened to provide a more balanced program which included word
recognition, comprehension. eValuation, and enrichment activities. Perhaps the most
imponant inclusion was the skills chan which gave a listing of skills associated with
specific pages in the basal readers and the instructions for teaching them.
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During the 1950's and 1960's the skills approach became finnly entrenched in the
school system and this trend is still evident in many schocls today. Some basals have
incorporated several instrucrionallcchniqucs, however, it is the traditional skills approach

which is reflected in mosl of the published instructional material.

A skills orientation 10 reading is probably familiar 10 all reading lcachers
since most published materials reflect this orientation. In onc set of
materials (Random House Criterion Reading) reading is subdivided into
over 450 skills. These skills are ordered hierarchically and each is tested
and laught in lum. Knowledge of these skills is generally considered 10
be both necessary and sufficient for learning to read. (Malicky, 1980,

unpaged).
Historically, the skills approach viewed reading comprehension as being priffi:uily
concerned with remembering or reproducing the text as it appeared on the primed page
(Pearson & Johnson, 1978). From this orientation, phonics and decoding skills were
considered prerequisites for reading comprehension. Most basal reading series reflected
this view and emphasized skill development. Guidebooks and manuals provided leachers
with lists of skills which were broken down imo a sequence of sub·skills, along with well
developed lesson plans 10 leach each skill. Although some of these were considered
comprehension skills, mOSl of the anention was given to word identification skills.
Each story lesson nOlmally began with lhe identification of Ihe words Ihat were
considered to cause decoding or meaning difficully. These so called target words were
lisled in the teacher's manua! and were often used to develop meaning voe;,"oulary. Prior
to reading a panicular basal Slory, teachers were encouraged 10 introduce these largel
words by writing them on the board and using lhem in sentences constructed to provide
enough context 10 allow the student to infer the meaning of Ihe word. Children were also
encouraged to use a glossary to look up the meanings of the target words and put them
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into sentences. Since the lexts were not specifically written to eSlablish the meanings of
largel words, it seemed that the eluent 10 which a context was likely to lead a reader 10

the meaning of a target word depended on chance rather than on design (Beck, 1984).
After reading the basal selection, a variety of exercises in the Conn of independent

workbook activities and/or skillsheets weI': used to reinforce the target words found in
Ihe various rcading selections. In many of the ttaditional basal programs, the words

targeted for meaning vocabulary development did not appear on a regular basis and little
crfon was made 10 provide experience with these :"ords (Beck, 1984).
The traditional basal series approach 10 developing children's sight vocabulary
was through leaching word JiSlS, playing isolated word games, an·1 using worksheets
and/or the workbook pages which accompanied the basal reader. All of these activities
relied on the drill and prnctice of new words. The language in the basal reader selections
contained simplified and conrrolled sight vocabulary which introduced new words gradually and used these words over and over on later pages and in subsequent readers.
Ex.plicit instruction in sight vocabulary resulted in a number of word liSlS being
developed. Dolch (1960) composed one of the first and most frequently used list of basic
sighl words. It consisted of 220 words which comprised a sizeable punion of Ihe words
thai were encountered in the primary basal readers. Often teachers wrote these sight
words on cards or placed long lists of words on paper and had the children repeat lr.::m
over and over until they were memorized. It was assumed lhat children who knew the
words in the Dolch list could read 70 percent of the words in the first grade reader
(Robinson & Good. 1987).
The traditional basal series viewed writing as a product that could only be taught
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afler a student had acquired the basics of reading. The sequence of instruclion in writing

is described by Beebe (l9R8) in the following way.
Leuer fonnation was [aught as the alphabet and the associated sounds
were introduced in Kindergarten and grade one. Once leIters were
learned, they could be put l' 'jcther to make words and words led to

writing partial sentences as children answered questions in workbooks or
on worksheets. Finally. sentences were taught and then stories were
tcr'lpted. (p. 18)

oll'

In this approach, writing was considered a separate subject and was taught in isolation

from reading. The major emphasis was on skill development, especially skills dealing
with the mechanics of the lan£uage such as punctuation, spelling, capitalization and
IIsage. Proper grammatical (onn, correct spelling, and neaUless in handwriting were
considered much more important than the meaning of the message. TradiTionally, the
idea of multiple drafts and revision was rarely considered. In fact, there was a tendency
10

consider the first draft as the only one. Writing and spelling were pnxlucts to

~

learned rather than processes to be explored and developed.
Basal reading series are still used to teach children how to read. According to
Artley (cited in Searfoss & Readence, 1989) the basal reader approach is concerned with
a.11 aspects of reading and contains the following three major feate"es: scope, sequence,
and organization. The scope encompasses the range of skills that the flur.m reader needs
to acquire and the sequence deals with the order in which the various skills are taught.
The organization refers to the int<:gration of a.1l the elements including individual lessons,
units, and hooks within a series. In order to accomplish this organization, guidance is
provided by a teacher's manual that directs the teaching of the specified skills.
In addition to the tcacher's manual, the typical basal reading series contains four
components. Student readers make up the core of the basal reading program and contain
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carefully constructed selections which canuol the difficulty of the vocabulary. These
readers are typically arranged in a sequence of increasing difficulty, beginning with
reading readiness and continuing through to the middle grades.
Workbooks, the second component, are skillbooks which accompany the basal
series and contain practice exercises which reinforce the various skills presented in the
basal readers. They are designed to provide individual, independent practice in skills
previously taught as well as enrichment activities related

!O

selections in the readers.

The third component includes supplr-ncntary materials in the form of additional
reading books, activity sheets, large colorful pictures. and other suggested reading
materials 10 further develop the skilis emphasized in the manudl. These materials are
designed to encourage. and motivate children to read independently.
The final component of the basal program contains the assessment procedures.
These include the various tests designed to ascertain whether children havc mastered the
prescribed set of skills contained in the basal readers and outlined in the teacher's
manual.
With the extensive help afforded to teachers by basal readers. it is easy to
understand why organized programs for teaching reading became popular.
With the possible exception of Webster's Spel1·,r or the New England
Primer, no other lext book has achieved the universal adoption accorded
the current basal reader or reading series. At least 90 percent of the
schools in our country (U.S.) now use basal manuals as the foundational
material for reading instruction. (Spache, 1963, p.2S)
In a more recr.nt survey of 1300 teachers throughout the United States, Spache and
Spache (1986) found that 95 to 98 percent of the primary teachers used basal readers
almost everyday. Research repeatedly documents the fact that basal reading series are
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used as the basis of reading inSlruction in well over 90 percent of primary and elementary
schools (Logan, Logan & Patterson, 1972; Durkin, 1984; Flood & Lapp, 1986; Clary &
Smith. 1986).

This high percentage of basal use is also evident in Canadian schools.
estimated that at least 99 percent of our teachers have used or are using basal

It is

malerial~

in prescribed or mcxlified Conns and, conversely, 99 percent of students are exposed to
these basal materials (Fagan, 1985).

Malicky and Nonnan (1985) also discuss the: extensive use of basal reading series
in Canadian classrooms. They write thai the usual response to the question of how children are taught to read and write is:

In Ihis -:ountry (Canada) the answer most commonly given is in the fonn
of a packaged basal reading series in which reading skills are taught in a

sequential systematic manner. Although each province differs in the
specific basals recommended for use in schools, there is a general assumption that formal insrruction is necessary at this very crucial stage of
literacy deve!opmenl. (p.8)
It is obvious to conclude, then, that most children in Canada and the United States
have been or will be exposed to basal reading programs. Even though Ihese programs
are used extensively throughout Nonh America, they have been the larget of considerable
criticism.
Criticisms of the Basal Reading Series
Basal series were based on the assumption Ihat the complex processes involved
in reading had to be broken down into smaller skills and, if studems were taught these
skills, they would become fluent readers (Newman, 1985). Critics such as Goodman
(1986), Sampson & Sampson, (1981), Holdaway (1979), Huck (1977), and Newman
(1985) do not believe litemcy is learned in this way and probably have been thl: most
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vocal in their condemnation of basal progr:uns.

Perhaps the leading criticism is the content of the basal readers. The selections

are often contrived stories, with controlled vocabulary, that are written to revolve around
a specific phonic relationship or a specific reading level. The slriC! control of sentence

length and the repetition of vocabulary result in anifida!, unnatural sentences which do
nOI match the interests and the more complex oral language of the children who read
them. The reading material, therefore, is often dull and uninteresting for the reader.

Basal reader authors are also criticized for tampering with children's literature

selections. They often simplify the vocabulary or rewrite the slOries to accommodiltc the
development of particular skills. As well, editors of the basal readers often include short
cKcerpts from children's literature which usually interfere with the meaning of the original story.
Basal reading instruction is denounced because it is believed that it places undue
emphasis on isolated pans of language:

letters. letter-sound relationships. words.

sentence fragments, or sentences. The result is often a perception of reading as being a
precise word identification activity

in~.",ad

of a meaning making one. For example.

workbook pages present lists of individual words with the initial vowel or consonant
deleted and the child is required to fill in the missing letter.

There is lillie or no

opportunity for the children 10 see these words used in a meaningful context.

Basals are also criticized fOf failing to address student's lack of prior knowledge.
Not only are many stories irrelevant to the background experiences of the children, but
teacher's manuals include few strategies f0f developing background knowledge or for
resolving problems of incorrect background knowledge. Both of these factors have been
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shown 10 interfere with comprehension (Lipson, 1984). Lipson argues thai reading is a

meaning based process in which readers understand lhe text through interactions between
the print IUld personal experience or background knowledge. Without prior knowledge
of the subject of the text, students arc disadvantaged because they have no framework

to logically organize and integrate the new infonnation from the text.

Criticism is also levelled at the arbitrary sequencing of skills in the basals.
Teachers often make false assumptions about basal readers and believe that these skill

sequences are scientifically ratified and have to be rigidly followed. This results in the

leaching of irrelevant and unnecessary skills which children are expected to master before
advancing to the next level.
Another false assumption is that the authors of the basal series are experts and
that their judgements are better than those of teachers. These authors, for cxample,
suggcst that leachers divide a particular slory into two or lhrcc pans, which results in thc
selection being cKtended over a three day period.

Teachers often follow these

suggestions precisely. As a result some children, especially the weaker readers, easily
forget what happened on the previous day and havc difficuily pUlling the pieces of the
story together.
Basals are admonished for minimizing the amount of time spent on reading real
stories or content selections by monopolizing the time for skill exerci~s. The major
problem here is the extensive use of the workbook and work sheets which results in less
time for independent reading and meaningful activities such as interpreting, predicting,
or analyzing a story.
The fact that all students in a panlcular group receive instruction at the same time
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and from the same reading text is often a disadvantage because one series used in a rigid
narrow fashion lends 10 bore children. In the tradilionaJ basal class. children are onen
expected to lake turns reading aloud particular sections of a hasal selection. This is
referred 10 as round robin reading where each child is expected 10 follow along at the
same pace as the student who is reading aloud. In this type of insttuctional atmosphere,
the strong reader becomes bored and the weak reOlder becomes frustrated. As a result,

children tend to view rea4.ing as an unpleasam ralher Ihan a pleasurable activity.
The cost of the basal reading series represents a substantial commitment for

school boards. Often this leaves few funds for the purchase of library books and other
authentic reading material which children need in order 10 practice the skills they are
taught (Beebe, 1990).
Many teachers using thc skills approach find that a considerable number of
children

are not learning to read and write as effectively as they could. It appears that

reading is often equated with the ability 10 say all the words correctly rather than to gain
meaning. Consequently, teachers began to look for new ways to help children acquire
literacy.
Natural Language Ac:quisition
During the 1960's and 1970's, researche~ turned their interests from prescribing
what skills should be caught to investigating how children learn to read and wrile. In
order to understand this process, Ihey began to srudy how language is learned and how
some preschoolers learned to read on their own. As a result, sludies began to examine
how children learned spoken language in their own homes and how this learning canied
over to early literacy learning (Teale & Sulzby, 1989).
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The first studies to investigate pre-schoolers learning to read (Durkin, 1966;
Torrey, 1969; Clark, 1976) documented the imponance of reading aloud 10 children from
a vcl)' early age, of exposing children 10 a wide variety of books. and of having adult
role models to answer any questions about reading. Later research by Glazer (1980),

Goodman (1983), and Holdaway (1985) confirmed that early readers learned 10 read in
the same way they learned 10 speak.

Children who learn to read on their own are

immersed in an environment filled with interesting books and are exposed to language

and print which have meaning in their daily lives.

For cKample. having a child

participate in preparing a shopping list of all the items necessary for a particular recipe
can be an excellent literacy experience. Helping the child check off each item as il is

purchased and used in Ihe recipe makes oral and wriuen language come togelher in :In
activity which is meaningful.
Doake (1985) identified four st:lges of typical language development among
preschoolers who acquire early literacy. First, children develop positive alliludes tow:trds
books because Ihey are frequently re:ld 10 :lItd they are exposed 10 a variety of children'5
lilerature in Iheir home environments. Children who are given the opportunity 10 internct
wilh books by pointing at the pictures. lalking about lite characters. or simply sharing Ihc
story with their parents find reading an enjoyable aClivilY. Second, children gain control
over the oral dimensions of wrilten l:lItguage lItrough frequent rereadings of their
favourite Slories. As a story is reread, children often begin to join in and read along wilh
the parent. They begin to internalize !he syntaclic structure: ;>f the langu:lge and how
it works. They come to know Ihat a story has a beginning, a middle, and an end. This
enables the children to give renditions of !he story in their own words, then later 10 be
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able 10 reproduce the story with considerable accuracy. Third, children begin to show

an increasing awareness of print and begin to match the words they say aloud with words
on the printed page. At this stage they are able to track the words on the page with their

finger while simultaneously saying them aloud. During the fourth stage, children are able
to integrate their perceptions of the words with their knowledge of the story rather than
relying on memory. Once the story has been understood and internalized, children can
then make the link between the information inside their head with the print in the book.

AI Ihis lime, the reader is not JUSt pretending to read the words but is actually reading
the words and using background knowledge to reject or conflnn the accuracy of the

reading.
Children's early writing development emerges through these same stages, and at
about the same lime (Dobson, (988). First, children develop an interest in writing when
they arc exposed to role models in the home who write. Early writers are given many
opponunities for wriling activities which interest and excite them. For example children
are invited to draw and write about a favorite toy, animal or place they have been. They
may call a few lines of scribble a story one moment and call those same scribbles a letter
to Grampa the next. Through their scribbling and drawings, the children are encouraged
and praised as they attempt to gain control over their writing. During the second stage,
they are able to point 10 Ihe pictures or scribbles Rnd verbalize Ihe meaning. As children
continue 10 develop in writing, the renditions of a story, each time it is repeated, becomes
more consistent. The Ihird stage sees Ihe child finger poinling 10 the pan of his writing
that tells his story.

At Ihis time, letters or letter like symbols begin to emerge in

children's writing. They may compose stories or personal messages with letter strings,
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drawings. or a combination of both. In the fourth stage, children are able to purposely
attempt

10

translate speech into print. They are now trying 10 associate the sounds of the

language with their printed message. From here, children learn more about the print,

letter-sound relationships. the writing and the reading of words as they continue to Jearn
at home or in school.
Reading Comprehension

Theories on reading comprehension are as numerous as the instructional practices
used in the teaching of reading. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to deal in detail
with all of the traditional theories of reading; rather, the focus will be on the process
involved in understanding the print. Three major variables for consideration in any

model of the reading process are:

I) the graphic input. or the print; 2) the reader's

knowledge, including knowledge of the language and of the world; and, 3) the processes
involved in the interaction between the two.
The graphic input includes the primed material itself and involves lellers, words,
sentences and discourse. Graphics are the focus of theorists (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974;
Gough, 1984) who view reading as a bottom-up process. They believe that readers
analyze the prim and then process infonnation from a series of low level to high level
stages. This means that the process of leaming to read begins with letter identification
and knowledge of leiter sound relationships. Strings of letters are then combined into
words. then words into sentences, and sentences into paragraphs. Once this is achieved,
meaning is believed \0 become lIutomatic.
The reader's knowledge is emphasized by theorists (Goodman, 1976; Smith 1978)
who view reading as top-down processing. From this perspective. reading is seen as a

2.
"psycholinguistic guessing

game~

where readers sttategically use their knowledge of the

language and the world to make reasoned guesses about the print. Goodman (1976)
believes thai readers rely on three sources of information to bring meaning to print.
These sources are referred 10 as cueing systems and consist of:

(a) graphophonic

infonnation, which is the information from the graphic and phonological systems of the

language; (b) syntactic or grammatical infonnation, which is the information implicit in
the grammatical structures of the language; and, (e) semantic infonnalion, which is
information derived from the reader's background knowledge and experiences.

Goodman believes that reading involves thinking and reasoning processes whereby
readers use their knowledge of the print, knowledge of the language, and their
background knowledge of the world to allow them to make inferences, draw conclusions,
evaluate, and check validity. In other words, il is the interaclion of the reader's general
knowledge and language familiarity wilh information from the page thaI enables one 10
understand.
Readers organize their knOWledge of the world into conceptualizations or
schemata which provide much of the basis for comprehending, learning, and remembering
the ideas in stories and text (Anderson, 1985). Schemata are simply conceptualizations
of physical events or encounters in the world such as going swimming, shopping, or
visiting a friend. These schemata do not remain the same, they expand and grow into
generalizations. For example, the concept of family

can grow from motr-:;r, falher, and

children 10 include relalives and communes. Schema change may occur through having
aClllaI experiences, vicarious experiences or Ihrough the use of language. The schema
or schemata that the reader brings to bear on a text depends on age, race, religion, sex,

"

nationality, and experiences. Readers use their schemata to make predictions based upon
past experiences, redundancies in the language. and upon how closely the conceplUal

ability of the reader matches the concepts presented by the author. Comprehension does
not proceed automatically from the visual infonnation in leners to the overall interpretation of the Ie"\. One would bring one's prior knowledge to bear so thai an interpretation
of the print could be made (Anderson, 1985; Mason, 1984). Children who have had
considerable exposure to story book language learn

[Q

expect cenain story elements to

occur (frelpase, 1985). For example, children who have been exposed to many fairy
tales know the traditional once upon a time beginning and oflen incorponltc this

beginning in stories they write themselves. They learn that the main characters orten face
problems which are eventually solved and Ihese characters live happily ever after. As
a result, children develop a sense of SIOry which allows them 10 make good predictions
about what will happen in a panicular story. Using their schemata, readers are able to
abstract or select infonmltion from texIs and assimilafe this infonnation inlo their already
existing repertoire of knowledge in order to compose their own interpretation of the print
(Anderson, 1985).
From the research literature on reading comprehension and studies of natural
reading acquisition, it appears that many researchers agree that some kind of background
knowledge is necessary for reading comprehension. They argue that reading is a. meaning
based process in which readers understand text through interactions with the print, their
pr.rsona! background knowledge and experience. Teachers, therefore. must help students
develop their general knowledge and understanding along with specific reading strategies.

In the same way that the parent guides the preschooler, the teacher encourages
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reading comprehension development through activities which oflcn involve the entire

class. In school. shared storybook reading is an easy way to continue or 10 introduce the
comprehension development process thaI began al home (Teale & Sulzby. 1989).
Teachers assist children in drawing upon their schemata before, during, and after the

reading aloud of a book. This helps them learn to make predictions and

10

confmn or

reject their predictions as the Siory is read.

Before reading the storybook, teachers lead discussions by eliciting responses from
their students about what they are going to hear. For example, the children may be asked
to predict the name of the story by studying the picture on the book cover. This may be

followed by a discussion of the author and illustrator. Then, the children are requested
to make some prediclions aboul the setting, the characters and what is going to happen.
During Ihe reading, teachers monilor and develop children's understanding by asking
them questions about the story and the pictures. Whenever it is felt that children need
more information, the teacher elaborates on specific elementS. Explanations are given
and questions are posed in order to help children understand the meanings of unfamiliar
words, make predictions about the text, interpret the thoughts and feelings of the
characters, and understand potentially diffic1Jh concepts. After reading the story, teachers
encourage children's commeniS and continue to ask questions as a way of checking and
extending comprehension (Mason, Peterman. & Kerr, 1989). In this way readers can
make the link between Ihe topic and lI1eir background experiences.
Meaning Vocabulary
Educators and researchers have documented the strong correlational relationship
between vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension ability (Anderson &
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Freebody. 1981; Davis, 1944; Thurstone, 1946).

The more words students can

understand. the bener their comprehension ability (Chall & Stahl, 1985; Thorndike. 19731974). It seems that:
since words represent concepts which reflect cltperience. common sense tells us

that the principal contributor to reading comprehension is vocabulary knowledge.
. . . the more words a child knows the meaning of and the greater the child's
vocabulary flexibility and precision, the greater thai child's ability to comprehend
what is read. (Pearson & Johnson, 1978, p. 37)
Exactly how vocabulary instruction improves comprehension has nOI been
answered.

However, me work of Andel1ion and Freebody (1981) has contributed

significantly to the theoretical base for vocabulary acquisition. They offer three distinct
views of vocabulary knowledge and explain why it is sudl a major factor in reading
ability. The first is the instrumentalist view which claims that knowledge of individual
word meanings is the primary factor which results in comprehension. In other words, the
more word meanings readers know and concatenate, the better they will comprehend the
text. This view suggests the imponance of direct vocabulary ins[ftJction and the rote
learning of word meanings to improve reading comprehension. Teaching the dictionary
definitions or relationship of a word to other words is the type of instruction used in the
instrumentaliSl's position.
According to the aplimde view, good readers score high on a test of vocabular:..
because they are intelligent. This view claims that persons with large vocabularies and
high reading levels possess superior mental ability. 11 is this mental ability mat enables
the person to acquire many word meanings and to understand easily.
The third view is the knowledge hypothesis. Vocabulary acquisition is seen as
a direct reflection of exposure to the culture. Voca!;ulary is taught in the context of
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learning new subject maner where new word meanings can be relaled to infonnation

already possessed by the learner. The knowledge position is consistent with the schematheoretic view of reading since il describes an interactive process in which conceplUally
geocrated knowledge is combined with infonnation in the lex!. When the concept of a

word is understood, learning a word requiR:s learning an association between tbe word
and the com;:ept. If children do not understand the concept, it must be developed before
they can assimilate the word into their vocabulary.

There is considerable debate about the beSI way to develop children's vocabulary
(Taylor, Harris & Pearson, 1988). The two most widely used instructional methods for
increasing meaning vocabulary are direct instruction in word meanings and indirect

insC'Uction through the use of context.
Many researchers have argued that direct instruclion in vocabulary enhances
comprehension (Beck, Perfetti & McKeown, 1982; Stahl, 1983).

However, recent

research on the growth of meaning vocabulary indicates thai children between grades 3
and 12 increase their vocabularies at a rate of aboul 3000 words each year (Nagy &
Hennan, ciled in White, Power & White, 1989) and only a small part of this growth can

be attributed to direct instruclion in definitional word meanings. A much larger portion
of meanings learned is attributed to learning word meanings from context (Hennan &
Dole, 1988). Direct instruction in specific words is a slow and inefficient method of
vocabulary development. Nagy, Herman and Anderson (1985) conducted an experiment
involving 57 eighth graders and found Ihat repealed exposure to the same words in
different contexts is a better source of vocabulary acquisition than direci instruction.
Other researchers claim that children acquire a meaning vocabulary from wide
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reading experience and from hearing the language of literature when they are read to
(Nagy, Herman & Anderson, 1985). Good books offer a variety of experiences and

vocabulary that are interesting and pleasurable and provide a rich understanding of word
meanings. In a study by Elley (1989), two experiments were conducted by classroom
tcachers in New Zealand who read stories aloud 10 elementary school children in an
effort 10 extend their vocabulary acquisition. It was found

th~,

children who received no

teacher explanation of word meanings made gains of 15 percent on vocabulary tests while
children who received teacher assistance made gains of 40 percent. These findings
concluded that children did learn incidently from listening to stories but children who

received teacher explanations of unknown words made more than double the gains in
vocabulary acquisition than those children who JUSt heard the stories.
It appears that children learn new words by a combination of both direct

instruction and through reading and hearing words in context. Teachers can expand
children's vocabulary by helping students derive meanings from context, direci
vocabulary instruction, reading aloud, and encouraging them 10 engage in regular
independent reading.
Sight Vocabulary
A sight

~ocabulary

(also referred to as word recognition) consists of whole words,

stored in a reader's memory. that can be recognized and pronounced instantaneously. All
educators agree that children need to learn to recognize words immediately if they are
10 be successful readers.

Some educators believe thai this is the most essential

prerequisite to a successful reading expe.rience (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; Durkin, 1978)
while olhers believe Ihat considerations such as background knowledge, understanding
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vocabulary and general language proficiency are equally important (Goodman, 1986;
Smith,1982).

Skilled readers are able 10 automaticalJ' identify and recognize most words as
sight words. They use word identification strategies when they are unable 10 recognize
an unfamiliar word immediately. Word identification refers to the ability of the reader

to use context clues, morphemic analysis, syllabic analysis, phonics analysis or a
combination of these, to help identify unknown words. When the t;ontexl is not sufficient
to enable Ihe reader to identify an unknown word. Ihe reader also uses visual cues such
as Ihe spellings of words and their parts to search for the identity (Peauon & Johnson,

1978). For instance, if the word care is known, readers often recognize and know the
meaning of careful. As well, once the reader has made a guess at Ihe unknown word,
phonics can then be used to eliminate the uncertainty (Smith, 1982). For example, if a
reader has reduced his alternatives to "apple", "orange". or "pear" in the

Sci.

;nce "My

mom put an _ _ in my lunch bag," then, the use of phonics 10 identify the beginning
sound would reduce the uncertainty of the unknown word.
During the past twenty years there has been considerable controversy about
whethel it is best for beginning readers to learn sight words in context or in isolation
(Ehri & Wilce, 1980). II appears that there are benefits to both approaches since children
learn more about the semantic features of words when they are exposed 10 them in
context but learn more about their orthographic features when they are exposed to Ihem
in isolation, Conseq, "Itly, Ehri & Wilce recommend that instruction in sight words
should include work with words in context and in isolation.
McNinch (1981) developed an approach which uses both context and isolatior, to
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teach sight vocabulary.

Prior to actual instruction in specific sight vocabulary, it is

imponant for the teacher to explain to students exaclly what they will be leaming, why
it is imponant, and when it will be helpful. FifSl, the teacher cllplains to students. that

they will be leaming a word that is difficult for children to remember but which shows

up many times in books. The teacher presents the panicular sight word in the contcxt
of an oral sentence.

The word is then written into one or two sentences on the

blackboard and is highlighted or underlined as the teacher reads the word 10 the students.
Second, the sight word is wrinen on the chalkboard. in isolation, and the students are

asked the following questions. What is the first leIter? What is the last leiter? How

many letters are in the word? Please spell the word. Please trace the word in the air.
Third, the students practice the word in written sentences or phrases. Founh, Ihe students
practice reading the word in actual text such as language experience chans or books.
Fifth, students engage in independent activities such as trying to find the word in other
books, playing g?mes using the word, and reading the words into a tape recorder.
Some theorists believe that word recognition and word iden':ficalion skills should
only be taughl in a mca',ingful contexl (Weaver, 1988; Arnold & Miller, 1980; Goodman,
1976; Smith, 1978) and that repeated exposure to meaningful print is the key to
developing both word identification skills and sight vocabulary (Eldrege, 1988; Smith,
1982). Continual exposure to words in context enables the reader to distinguish the
unique visual characteristics of each word (Arnold & Miller, 1980). Children learn to
decode print in much the same way they learn to decode aural language (Goodman,
1973). By using the phonemic and grammatical structures of the language, children leo.m
to decode meaning through repeated exposure to speech. Similarly, they are inuoduced
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to reading through oral sequcllces and palterns which are represented by graphic

sequences and panems. During the decoding of print. readers map the graphic sequences
on to the patterns of oral utterances. When they continue to meet these words in a

variety of contexts, association and recognition become automatic and the words become
pan of the reader's sight vocabulary (Arnold & Miller, t 980).
Since the presence of meaningful contexi is a potential aid to word recognition
and word identification, many researchers believe that the best way 10 acquire a sight

vocabulary is to read and reread often. Instruction and practice in word recognition from
this perspective focuses. as much as possible, on the reading of connected text As a
result, teaching words in isolalion is kepi to a minimum. Because children acquire a
sight vocabulary through repeated exposure to print (storybooks, rhymes, jingles, poems,
or language experience stories) it seems that reading aloud, shared reading and
independent reading help children acquire a large sight vocabulory.
Writing Ability
Traditionally, children began learning to write by copying or drawing Ihe 26
letters of the alphabet. They were expected to be able 10 identify and make the sound
of each alphabet letter before using the letlers to transcribe the sounds of speech. Once
the letters were learned, children could put them together to make words. As children
answered questions in workbooks or on worksheets, words were written into panial
sentences. Full sentences were then altempted and, finally, sentences were written into
stories (Beebe, 1988). Correctness of spelling, punctuation, and capitalization were
considered to be more imponanl than the message. Such an approach to teaching writing
has recently come under considerable criticism.
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Studies in me past fifteen yeatS have documented that childrl:n from a very young
age are surrounded by prim. wonder are:>t it, distinguish it from other visual stimuli and,
theref<Xe, gain considerable knowledge about the writing system before they come to
school (Smith, 1978). If given the opportunity, chikmn by the age of five will scratch,
scribble. draw and produce letter and number like shapes as they begin to experiment
with the wriuen language. In a New Zealand study, aay (l97S) analyzed the writing

samples of children between the ages of foor and eight years. She concluded that there
may nm be any fix-ed sequence of learning to write through which all children must pass

bUI there are certain (onns which always occur as young children begin to write.

Scribbles and drawing represent II.:.. child's first fonn of writing. Then, letter like
figures begin to appear in their drawings and their scribbles begin to look more like

writing. They may compose scories or personal messages which contain letter strings and
go back and fonh between scribble, letter saings, and drawings. This is soon replaced
or acaxnpanied by invented spellings, where one letter (usually the initial consonant) is
used to represent a word, such as d for dog. As children continue to experiment with
spelling, other consonams an: used at the beginning, the middle and the end of words.
Forcxample, the letters D..VHR might represent the sentence "'love her". As children's
writing becomes more sophisticated, they begin to use letters which represent vowels,
consonant blends and digraphs. At this point, they are ronnulating their own rules about
spelling as they struggle to choose letters which best represent the sounds they arc trying
to convey. For example. the sentence "I saw the dragon fight" might be written "I sa the
dragun fitc." Conventional or standard speUing is the final fonn of writing and it takes
children many years of reading and writing bcfOJe they will spell most wonts correctly
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(Weaver, 1988).
II seems that children's writing development progresses along a continuum rather
than in sequenced stages. If tcaching writing allows children to follow the same type of

natural development exhibited by those children who learn to write before going to
school, then erroTS in spelling will be seen as a natural pan of learning to write (Staab
& Smith. 1985). In order for children's writing ability 10 develop, they must be provided

with a lileracy rich environment which would:

a) encourage and accept children's

emergent writing in their play and in their work; b) encourage children to use writing in
response to the literature they hear or read; c) encourage children to share their writing
and to respond to other children's writing; and, d) encourage children to use writing 10

communicate with other people.
Many Icachers and educators disenchanted with the quality of writing produced
by school children, especially older studenls, (Reutzel & Hollingswonh, 1988) now
follow the process approach 10 the teaching of writing proposed by Donald Graves
(1984). He believed that one way to improve the quality of all student's writing was to
spend more lime on composing and leSS time practising isolated skills related to writing.
Graves identified three phases of the composing process namely; prewriting, composing,
and post-writing. Prewriting occurs immediately preceding actual writing and focuses
on experiences to stimulate and experiment with ideas. This phase may include: such
activities as story telling, discussion, brainstonning, drawing, dramatizing, and reading.
A rehearsal for composing, prewriting helps fonns the basis for the actual writing. II is
in this stage that the purpose for writing is set

Students can draw on their own

experiences, interests, or specific classroom activities 10 help set their purpose for writing.
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The composing phase begins and ends with the actual writing of a message. The
children put their ideas down on paper in a tentative wriuen fonn. They are encouraged
to take risks, 10 experiment and to explore with written language. At this stage. they

should not be inhibited in their writing by demands for the correct spelling of every
word. Activities such as consulling resoun::es, rereadir.~, and sharing the writing with the
teacher or peers can be observed in this stage. Conferences take place between the child

and the teacher to discuss a specific piece of writing in which the student is engaged.

The purpose of the conference is to help generate more ideas,

10

organize the ideas that

are already there, or to plan how Ihe writing will be presented and/or published.
The post-writing phase refers

[Q

the finaJ stage of the composing. Activities

include revising for meaning, editing for spelling and grammar, sharing, displaying, and
solicitation of approval from others. The studenrs prepare for publishing by carefully
transcribing their revised and edited piece. The writing is then presented in irs final
fonn. It is important that students have the opponunity to share lIteir finished piece of
writing with an audience because this adve lses the importance of the writers, their
thoughts and beliefs, and the effon that went into the writing.

It is important to note that not every piece of writing goes through the complete
writing process, especially in the primary grades. For example, the first sentences and
compositions of beginning readers may be dictated by the child and written by the
teacher. As writing ability begins to develop in the children, teachers may underwrite
their scribbles, drawings and early anempts to write. Students above the beginning level
are able to write independp.ntly in the fonn of journals, leuers, and wriuen responses to
storybook readings. These types of activities are considered free writing and are not
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meant to be taken through the total process. Prewriling. however, is essential to any kind
of writing.

The Whole Language Approach
Whole language more adequately reflects the cum:nt understanding of how
children learn, bow the development of reading and writing parallels the acquisition of
oral language, and how listening, speaking, reading and writing interrelate and stimulate
one another. The tenn whole language

is used extensively throughout the literature

(Reutzel & COOler, 1990; McKenna, Robinson, & Miller, 1990; Gunderson & Shapiro.

1988; Altwcrger, Edelsky & Aores, 1987; Weaver, 1988; Goodman, 1986) but there is
not always complete agreement about the meaning of the tenn. There is, however,

consensus on the following four basic assumptions underlying whole language leaching.
First. it is agreed that children learn to read and write in the same way they learn
to speak. Second, it is generally accepted that language learning and teaching must be
personalized. Third, language learning is considered pan of making sense of the world
by communicating with others in a social environment. Founh, language is learned
holistically and in context
These fundamental assumptions create considerable disagreemem when theorisrs
attempt to give an exact dcfmition of whole language. Some think of it as a philosophy
while others contend that whole language is a methodology or an approach. Nonetheless,
whole language immerses children in an environment thaI fealUres quality literature and
is rich in a variety of print and non-print resources. Such an atmosphere encourages
children's attempts 10 create meaning and to make sense of the world around them
through the processes of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
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Whole language followers view reading as an imeractive process which develops
according to socio-psycholinguistic principles (Weaver, 1988; Anderson, 1984). Both
bottom-up and top-down processing are involved in reading and the reader's schemata,

the comext of the reading silURtion. and the utilization of reading strategies worle together
to detennine how the tcxt will be perceived and what meaning will be assigned 10 it.
The meaning does nOI come from the page 10 the reader, but rather emerges as the reader
transacts with the text.
Reading is a transaction between the mind (schemas) of the reader and the
language of the text, in a panicular silUational or social context. Thus
reading means bringing meaning to the print in order to get meaning from
it (Weaver, 1988, p.38).
The reader is seen as an active leamer who uses background knowledge and eKpcrience.
the information suggested by the written text, and the context of the reading situation to
constnlct meaning from the print. This orientation recognizes that meaning develops as
a result of the interaction of the reader with the print and is fllnher influenced by the
reading situation.
From the beginning, advocates of whole language expect children to read familiar
language that draws on concepts and experiences they already have. It may be words in
their environment like McDonalds. street signs. or rhymes, chants. and phrases
remembered from games they have played or words or stories they make up themselves.
Stories based on children's own experiences are often dictated and recorded on
charts or made into books. For example, experiences such as someone's binhday, the
fU'St snow, or Halloween might be selected. The teacher guides the discussion and assists
children in organizing their ideas orally and in selecting those they wish to record.
Children dictate their stories which are wrinen on cham or made into big books by the
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tcacher, The stories are read aloud by the teacher, the children then join in during the
reading of the stories and, finally, the children read their own slories independently.

Such a procedure allows children to understand the relationship between their language.

their experiences. and reading and writing.
Reading storybooks aloud 10 young children is an imegral pan of the daily roUline
of the whole language program. Teachers engage the children in discussions about the
aUlhor, the litle, the characters and their motivations. Children are also encouraged to
make predictions about the story and its upcoming events. When the story read aloud
is completed. the teacher once again involves the children in discussion 10 conflrm or
reject their predictions, to draw inferences, to examine the authors use of language and
to link the information in the books to their own real life cltperiences. This helps 10
develop an appre": ,tion of the narrative structure of books and motivates children to read
independently. More importantly, it assists children in understanding the meaning uflhe
story and in internalizing book language (Teale & Sulzby, 1989).
Reading matfOnal which incorporates patterned language is utilized to enhance
children's early reading development. For example, predictable books like Brown Bear
Bmwn Bear (Martin, 1971) or Fire! Fire! Said Mrs. McGuire (Martin, 1970) are often
made into big books to develop reading comprehension using a shared book approach.
A big book is an enlarged version of a child's book which allows all the children in a
class to clearly see the print and to follow along with the words of the story as the
teacher reads it aloud. Afler the first reading, the children arc invited to react to the Story
and are encouraged to discuss the events. Reading comprehension is developed as the
teacher poses various questions about the selting, events and characters in the Story. The
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children are also encoumged to relate any experiences or feelings similar 10 those

encountered by the evems and/or characters in the siory. 10e teacher then rereads the
story and tracks the print using a finger or a pointer and invites the whole class to join

in wherever they can The illustrations provide clues for predicting endings of sentences
which also enables the children 10 join in with pans of the reading. Each subsequent
rereading of the big book could have ils own special purpose.

For example, sight

vocabulary, compound words, lener sound relationships. or meaning vocabulary could be
specifically addressed through a panicular reading.

Big books create confidence in

beginning readers and help develop an interest in reading and writing (Holdaway, 1979).
Fables, poetry. folktales, humorous slories, and information books can also be made into
big books.
InstruClion is often carried out using thematic units Ihat integrate various aspects
of language acquisition. This approach uses large blocks of time 10 explore a particular
topic.

For example children might be interested in developing a theme on bears,

dinosaurs, whales, winter, or any panicular topic which may be of interest to Ihem. Once
a topic has been selected, teachers begin building on children's background knowledge
by having them share Ihe information they know and any new infonnalion they gather
from children's literature, pictures. materials and other resources. Activity centers, areas
of the classroom which contain creative and stimulating activities that revolve around a
particular theme, can be used to stimulate independent work and problem solving.
Activity centers might include a book center, a listening center, a writing center, an ans
and crafts center,and a nature center.
The whole language approach utilizes the knowledge IKIsition 10 develop a mean-
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ing vocabulary. New words are related to each other and 10 the leamer's schemata.

Exposure to an assonment of books offers a variety of experiences and a rich vocabulary
which assists in the development of meaning vocabulary. During the reading aloud of

a storybook, teachers oflen give explanations of unknown words and concepts to increase
children's knowledge and understanding. After the story has been read, the teacher

guides group discussions of words and concepts and provides funher interpretations 10
help develop meaning vocabulary. Children are encouraged to relalc other words they

are aware of which may have similar or opposite meanings to a particular new word or
concept which has been introduced through

th~

read aloud.

Prediction suatcgies are offen used by wh;,le language Icachers to develop
meaning vocabulary. Children are given opportunities to discover or predict unknown
words by using the comext clues in a semence or in nearby sentences. Infonnation from
the sentence allen provide hims or clues to the meaning of an unknown word. Cloze is
an example of a prediction strategy whereby the teacher pauses occasionally while
reading aloud 10 give children an opponunity to fill in an anticipated word. Afler severnl
readings, specific sentences from the story selected are written on a chan or the
chalkboard and one word is deleted from each sentence. Children are encouraged to
think of as many contextually plausible words as they can. For example, although many
children may readily guess that the word "day" fits into the sentence "Kyle wore a blue
shirt all_ long", they will enjoy Ihinking of other words like night, month, and year
as OIher possibilities. Each time a new word is offered it can be written into the blank
and tested to delennine whetherornol il fits. In this way, the children learn agreal deal
about the meanings of words and the syntax of the language.
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Semantic mapping is a systematic procedure used to develop children's concepts
on the basis of their existing background knowledge and centers around associating the

new to the known in order 10 teach word concepts. A semantic map is a graphic

representation of a word and associated terms and is conSlnIcted in the following manner.
A central theme or concept word is written on the chalkboard or large poster paper and

students are asked to think of as many words as they can that are related to Ihc cenlral

word. The teacher can lead discussion of how new words relate to familiar words and

concepts and children can relate infonnation about any experiences they may have had
with the concepts. These words arc then pUi imo categories and arc written on Ihe board
or poster paper around the central theme. For example, the semanlic map of the theme
Halloween might look like Ihe followin3;.
EmOlionslReactions

CreatureslPeople
goblins
ghosts
bogeyman
Dracula
witches
alien

"'''y
funny
frightened
spooky
shaking
chills
Halloween

Places
door to door
graveyard
haunted house
funeral parlor
dark alley

Other Words
costumes
broomsticks
trick or treat
pumpkins
candy

Figure I. Semantic Map for the Theme Halloween
In a whole language setting children often enjoy illustrating new words Ihey have
leamed, making up simple crossword puzzles, and playing games such as Scrabble and
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Spill and Spell. These activities help to promote general vocabulary growth and to
develop students' interest in words.

Advocates of whole language believe that a sight vocabulary is better leamed in

the context of repetitive prWictable books and language experience cha.-.:s Ihan through
basal reader use (Bridge, Winograd. & Haley. 1983). The whole 'anguage approach

Stresses the imponance of learning words in context and using graphophonic, syntactic,
and semantic clues 10 predict, infer, or associate word identification and/or the meaning
of an unknown word. For example, the teacher reads a predictable book aloud

10

the

children and then rereads it encouraging them to join in as much as possible. The
students join in chorally, reading the book with the teacher. The same story is then

reproduced on a chart so that the children can praclice without the aid of the pictures.
Later, the children are given senlence snips

[Q

place under the appropriate lines of the

Story on the chart or in pocket chans to recreate the story in the proper sequence. They
are also given individual word cards which they place under the marching words on the
chart or into pocket charts to form sentences from the story. Group language experience
stories call be used in the same manner. The assumption is that children willleam sight
words in a more natural way and without inSUtlction of words in isolation.
rndividuallanguage experience stories and
made into booklets

~or

chil~n's

literature stories are often

the children to repeatedly read in order to develop sight

vocabulary. The children night zero in on a panicular sight word by reading through
their stories to see how many times they could find examples of this word. In addition,
a number of these stories can be put on tape so that students can listen and follow along
in their little booklets. This would provide further opportunity for meaningful exposure
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10 the sight words.

Group repealed readings of appealing poems, song lyrics, rhymes. and chants are
frequently used to develop sight vocabulary. The teacher first reads the selection aloud

and lhe children follow along either with their own copy or on a large chan. Next. the
children repeat after the teacher, individual phrases. lines. or sentences of the selection.

Finally, the teacher and the children chorally read the selection. For independent

practice. the children continue 10 read the selection themselves or read it 10 a partner.
The following procedures are examples of focusing techr;iques which may be used
with chans or big books to assist children to focus on a word while preserving the

context. Masking is a procedure which is used when a word needs 10 be isolated from
its context (Holdway, 1979). The teacher utilizes a mask to cover all the other

word.~

in

the sentence except for the panicular sight word. In this way, the children are able to
focus on the specific details of a word.

Pointing is an excellent strategy which

encourages children to see the one to one relationship between spoken nnd written
language (Clay, 1975). During the reading aloud of a selection, the child or the teacher
can point to each word as it is being read. Clay recommends that pointing should be
done word by word rather than in a sweeping motion. Using different sizes and colors
of print to highlight specific sight words when preparing text is another strategy which
has been successful in assisting children to focus their attention (Ryall. 1985).
The writing skills so rigorously taught in the traditional basal series are acquired
quite naturally in a whole language classroom as children independently make discoveries
about written language. Learning to write is an activity that parallels learning to read and
learning to talk. When children begin school, they are immersed in oral and written
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language. Shared reading, group discussions, Icacher-pupil conferences, taped stories in
the listening center, music, and poetry readin 6s are all pan of the rich language
environment that provides the model for children to follow as tlley begin writing.

From the ¢arliest grades. children are encouraged 10 experiment and explore with
written language using drawings. scribbles, letters, and invented spellings.

Correct

spelling is believed to evolve through experiences with the composing process. Children
arc encouraged to write lists and nOles, label picrores, make signs. and write stories.
Conferencing with children individually during their writing and assisting them
in developing their ideas more effectively can facilitate the development of mechanical

skills. In this way, children arc encouraged to notice how the conventions ofwriuen language are used in prirlled teXIS and they are made responsible for gradually learning and
applying such skills in their writing (Weaver, 1988).
Children are encouraged to wrile aboul their own experiences and interests. This
could be accomplished using a language experience chart with a primary class or through
individual wriling in a priv31ejoumal where children could record personal experiences
of their OWll. Children can share their ideas with the leacher in the fonn of a dialogue
journal where the teacher responds to the message while modelling standard spelling,
punctuation and sentence snucture. This is an excellent way to encourage communication
and to provide a way for children to share some of their

feeling~

and experiences.

Teachers can involve children in writing about literature they have read by having
them write alternative endings, or sequels to the book. These stories can then be typed
for thenl (perhaps one or two sentences per page) and combined into illustrated books.
This encourages the children 10 feel like authors and it provides considerable material for
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the whole class to read.
Reading and writing ~ closely connected in a whole language classroom.

Children not only learn to read by reading and to write by writing, but they also leilm
to write by reading and to read by writing (Newman, 1985; Smith, 1982), Reading and

writing both involve the use of language to communicate with others. Readers use their
background knowledge and experience to consuuct meaning from text and writers use
their background knowledge and experience to compose meaning into texi rrierney &

Pearson, 1983). Whole language classrooms provide a rich language environment that
requires. uses. and demonstrates the usefulness of print so that children can explore,

invent, create, and

try

our print related activities.

Perhaps the most imponant ingredient of a successful whole language program
is provision of the necessary time for children 10 listen, speak, read and write in order
to learn and grow through purposeful language experiences. This is accomplished by
giving children the necessary opponunities to share their reading and writing activilies
with a panner, the teacher, the class, or other audiences as opposed to spending time
completing worksheets and workbook exercises.
Research on Whole Language
In the last decade whole language has been gaining popularity around the world.
For almost twenty years, many schools in Great Britain have used what has come to be
known as a whole language approach, even though the tenn iuelf is relatively new. In
New Zealand, pans of Australia, and some of the provinces of Canada, whole language
has become the official policy and approach (Weaver, 1988). In fact, Canada has become
a leader in whole language instruction (McConaghy, 1988). Whole language views are
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represented in official documents in British Columbia. Alberta. Manitoba, Saskatchewan.
Ontario. Quebec. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Newfoundland (Goodman, 1986).

In order to properly implement a whole language program, it is crucial that
teachers become learners themselves. Teaching and learning is viewed as a partnership
in which the studenes and leachers work together. The role of the teacher is observer,
supporter, researcher and facilitator of leaming.
engaged in reading and

writin~

Teacher's observations of children

activities are ofleo used as the basis for program

development. Whole language teachers are concerned with how children learn rather than

how lCachcn; should leach. Cameron (cited in McConaghy, 1988) describes the whole

language teacher in this way.
Teachers like these are commiued to lheir own learning -- their own
growing mastery of the language as well as to their students' growth. If
there is hope in the struggle for literacy, it's here
turned-on teachers
who rcully care about language, intent on sharing their own sense of joy
and discovery with our children. With teachers like that we may yet
become a literate nation. (p.26)
w_

The majority of teachers confronted with the whole language philosophy for the
first time are concerned about how their beliefs on reaching reading and writing differ
from whole language beliefs (Goodman, 1986). The differences between whole language
and the skills approach with respect to reading and writing instruction are complex and
comprehensive (Reutzel & Hollingswonh, 1988). Whole language lY-.-lCtices stand in
stark conuast to the current practices which appear in the uaditional basal reading series
and there is Hnle in the way of quantitative research to assess the value of such practices.
There have been relatively few studies done to compare the effectiveness of a
whole language approach to a skills approach.

Holdaway's (1979) comprehensive

ethnographic report on a shared book experience program developed in New Zealand was
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probably the fml This whole language approach to reading was modeled on the home
reading experiences of preschool children and used enlarged versions of regular
predictable storybooks. referred to as big books, to introduce children to literacy. Using
the big books, the children were able 10 share both visually and vocally in the reading.

This approach was found to be successful in leading inner-city children, many of whom
were learning English as a second language, to become readers.
Ribowski (1985), in a quasi-experimemal study. investigated the comparative
effects of a whole language approach and a skills approach on the emergent literacy of
53 kindergarten children. ACCOrding to Ribowsky. this study represented onc of the first

quantitative studies which compared the whole language approach 10 a skills approach.
The children in the experimental group received instruction in Holdaway's shared book
experience program and children in the conuol group received inslnlction in Lippincon's
Beginning to Read, Write and Listen progTarn, a skill emphasis approach. Postlest resuhs
on The Test of Language De\elopment, Primary Level (TOLD-P), The Book Handling
Knowledge Task (BHKT), and The Metropolitan Achievement Test-The Reading Instructional Tests (Primer Level-MAn indicated significant treatment effects favouring the
whole language group. These results corroborated Holdaway's previous research which
indicated a high level of success with the shared book experience program.
A more recent study conducted by Reutzel & Cooter (1990) compared 53 first
grade children in two whole language classrooms and 38 first grade children in two basal
classrooms on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Survey Test at the end of grade one. The
results indicated a significant difference in favor of the whole language group on total
reading scores as weU as on the vocabulary and comprehension subtest scores at the
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conclusion of grade one.
Research documented in the repon, Becoming a Nation of Readers (1985),

acknowledges the success of home environments in fostering emergent literacy but does

not fully endorse the whole language approach.
It is noteworthy thai these approaches are used to leach children to read
in New Zealand, the most literate country in the world, a country that
experiences very low rates of reading failure. However, studies of whole
language approaches in the United States have produced results that are
best characterized as inconsistent. In the hands of very skillful teachers,

the resuils can be excellent. But the average result is indifferent when
compared to approaches typical in American classrooms, at least as
gauged by perfonnanct: on first-and second-grade standardized lests.
(p.45)

The repolt's conclusions regarding Ihe efficacy of whole language approaches are not to
be taken as definitive since the research summary dealt with studies conducted twenty
years ago and are outdated and unreliable because they do not reneet presellt approaches
Ihat are characterized as whole language (Weaver, 1988).
A four year informal research study, conducted by Phinney (cited in Weave;;
1988). followed

.:l.

class from kinderganen to grade three using the whole language ap-

preach to teaching reading and writing. The children in this longitudinal study made
significant gains on The Canadian Test of Basic Skills. The results concluded Ihat
children did learn skills without direct teaching and that they leamed them as well or
better than children who had beer. :aught using a skills approach.
There are studies which suggest thai there is very little difference in the reading
comprehension of children who have been taught using the basal skills approach as
opposed to those using a whole language. Stahl and Miller (1989) conducted a quanlitatille research synthesis of combined whole language and language experience approaches

4.
for beginning readers.

Results indicated that whole language/language experience

approaches were not reliably different from basal reader approaches in their effects.
However, it was noted thaI the whole language/language experience approach may be
more effective for kindergarten children. It was interesting 10 note that of the 117 studies

used in lhis analysis, there were only five studies which actually used holistic or whole
language terminology.
Smith (1989) conducted a two year study in Newfoundland which compared a

basal reader approach to Icaching language am with a whole language approach in grades
four and five. Reading comprehension was measured using a sublesl of the Canadian

Test of Basic Skills; spelling ability was measured by the Schonell Graded Word Spelling
Test; and writing ability was measured by the thematic maturily subtesl of the Test of
Wrinen Language. Results indicated that there was no difference in reading and spelling
ability, however, writing ability was highly responsive

10

Ihe whole language approach.

Another Newfoundland study conducted by Payne (1989) investigated Ihe
relationship between teacher experience with whole 13Jlguage insttuction and student
achievement. Reading comprehension and vocabulary were measured using the Gates
McGinitie Reading Test and an investigator designed evalualion was used to evaluale the
writing ability of three grade one classes which comprised 69 students. Results indicated
that there was no significant differences in reading comprehension and vocabulary
development amongst the Ihree classes. However, students receiving instruction from the
most experienced whole language teacher scored higher in writing.
Ryall (1985), examined the use of a whole language approach 10 develop sight
vocabulary in high risk grade one studenlS.

Results measured by the Slosson Oral
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Reading Test concluded that there was no significant difference in the sight vocabubry
of these children after one year of exposure 10 whole language. However, testing at the

end of twO years indic3led that fhe high risk children who were in whole language
programs did acquire a larger sighl vocabulary than did those using the traditional basal

reader.
A recent study carried Out by Gunderson and Sharpiro (1988), compared the
vocabulary generated by grade one studentS in a whole language classroom with that of

the vocabulary used in basal reading programs. The writing samples of 52 grade one

students in a whole language class were collected for the entire year. The children's
writing was Ihen transcribed into computer files and the vocabulary was compared 10 the
vocal.r'llary contained in the basal reader. Results concluded that the children in whole
language classes generated 18 times the number of words they would have encountered
in grade one basal reading programs. They funher concluded that high frequency words
generated by the children in whole language classes were similar to those found in basal
readers.
Varble (1990) conducled a study 10 examine the writing quality of grade two and
grade six students who were laught using whole language and traditional writing
approaches. The writing samples were rated on the quality of content and the mastery
of mechanics. The results were as follows: a) second graders taught using !he whole
language approach produced better writing samples when evaluated on meaning and
content; b) there was no difference in writing samples in the correct ..
second graders taught by either approach; and, c) there was no differr
samples of sixth graders taught by either approach.

cuing

,\
CHAPTERID

METHODOLOGY
The purpose of Ihis chaplet is fourfold. rml. the hypotheses for the study are
presented. Second, the sample is described. Third, the conceptual mOOels are presented
and the variables and the instruments used

to

measure them are described. Founh. the

materials and instructional procedures used with both groups are discussed.

Hypothtses
The hypotheses for this study stem from the research questions posed in chapter

ont and. for the most part, are supported by the related research presented in chapler two.
The first four hypotheses are related 10 student achievement at the beginning of grade

two.
Hypothesis I: Students who have been exposed (0 a whole language approach for one
year will anain a higher level of reading comprehension ability Ihan those taught using
a skills approach for one year.

Hypothesis 2: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one
year will altain a higher level of meaning vocabulary than !hose laught using a skills

approach for one year.
Hypothesis 3: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one
year will allain a higher level of sight vocabulary than those 13ught using a skills
approach for one year.
Hypothesis 4: SlUdents who have been exposed 10 a whole language approach for one
year will attain a higher level of writing ability than those taught using a skills approach
for one year.
The second set of hypotheses are related to student achievement afler tWO ye:1n
of exposure to whole language for one group and only one year of exposure to the same
program for the other group.
Hypothesis 5: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for two
years will allain a higher level of reading comprehension ability than those who have
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been exposed to the skills approach in the fll'St year and the whole language approoch in
the second year.
Hypothesis 6: Students who have been exposed 10 a whole language appro.'l.ch for two
years will attain a higher level of meaning vocabulary than those who have been exposed
to the skiUs approach in the fillt year and the whole language approach in the second

year.
Hypothesis 7: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for 11'0'0
yeat'S will 311ain a higher level of sight vocabulary than those who have been exposed to
the skills approach in the first year and the whole language approach in the second year.
Hypothesis 8: Students who have been exposed 10 a whole language approach for 11'0'0
years will attain a higher level of writing ability than those who have been exposed to

the skills approach in the first year and the whole language approach in the second year.
Sample
Before beginning the research, a letter of request to conduct the study was
submitted to the assistant superintendent of the Roman Catholic School Board fOf St.
John's who responded and granted pennission (Appendix C). After writtell approval was
granted, it was decided to increase the case base to fouf classes of grade two students
instead of thl·

Pennission to do this was given verbally. A leiter was then sent to the

parents of all the students involved in the study explaining the need for the research and
requesting their co-operation (Appendix D).
Four grade two classes, consisting of 104 students from two different schools in
SI. John's, constituted the case base for this study. The experimental group was made
up of twO classes of grade two students who had been exposed to a whole language
program in grade one during a pilot project. This group contained 52 students (26 males
and 26 females) whose ages ranged from six years, nine months (6.9; to eight years, six
months (8.6). Figure 2 shows a graphic representation of this age dispersion. There were
26 subjects in each class.
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The control group was selected in consultation with the primary language am coordinator from she school board on the basis of a close socioeconomic match to the
experimental group. The group was comprised of two classes of grade two students from
a school which had used the traditional basal program during the children's grade one
year al the same time thai the pilot school used a whole Innguage program. There were
27 subjects in one class, and 2S subjects in the other, making a total of 52 sludenlS (24
male and 28 female). Their ages ranged from six years, tcn months (6.10) to eight years,
two months (8.2) and is shown in Figure 3. During their grade two year, the siudems in

the control group were in whole language classes. All four classes were heterogeneously
grouped and were taught by four teachers of the same general age bracket with
approximately the same amount of teaching experience. These teachers had the same
introduction 10 the new whole language approach during three conference type workshop
days conducted by the school board in the previous year.
Variables and Instrumentation
Deoendent Variables
All subjects panicipating in the study were administered a pretest (lime one) in
October and a posuest (time two) in April. These leSIS were given in order 10 measure
performance on the four outcome variables namely; reading comprehension, meaning
vocabulary, sight vocabulary, and writing ability.
Reading Comprehension
Reading comprehension was measured using the reading comprehension sublest
of the Gates·MacGinitie Reading Test Level B, Fonn 1 at time one and Fonn 2 at time
two. Each form of the comprehension subtest consists of fony passages. The initial
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passages present simple sentences followed by passages of gradually longer sentences and
more complex verbal relationships. Each passage is accompanied by (our pictures and

the subject is required to choose the picture which best illustrates the passage or answers
a question about the passage. Each response item on the lest is worth one point. Correct
responses are totalled to give a raw score which is then converted 10 a grade equivalent
score. The subjects are given thirty-five minutes to complete the comprehension subtest.
The Gatcs·MacGinitie Reading Test was standardized throughout Canada on

II

selected sample of 46,000 subjects. Evidence of validity was provided through content.
construct, and criterion-related validity. Reliability coefficients were computed for each
test level from the Canadian standardization data and ranged from .85 to .92 for the
comprehension subtesl.
Meaning Vocabulary
The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised (PPVT-R), Fonn L for time one
and Fonn M for time two, was used to measure the meaning vocabulary of the subjects.
Both forms contain 175 test items arranged in order of increasing difficulty. Subjects are
shown plates containing four simple black and while piclures. They are required to select
the picture which best illuslJ'ates the meaning of a stimulus word presented orally by the
investigator. Testing is conducted in a quiet room, on an individual basis and takes
approximately ten tofifleenminutes.
The PPVT-R can be used for subjects whose ages range from two-aod-a-half to
fony years and there is no requirement that subjects be able 10 read. In order to score
the test, instructions are given for eSlablishing basal and ceiling points. To arrive at a
basal. the examiner must begin subjects at their starting pointS (recommended for each

age level) and work forward urltil subjects make the flfs! error.

"

If eight or mQR:

consecutive correct R:sponses have been made, a basal has been eslablished. The testing

men continues-forward until SUbjects make 6 errors in 8 consecutive responses. 'The lasl
n:.sponse becomes the ceiling item. If hoYol'CVCf, the chosen staning point was too high
and subjects immediately begin making

C1TOI'l,

testing must continue backwards until

eight consecutive conecl responses have been mide in order to establish a basal. Testing
then cominues forward from the point of the first error.

Due to erron patterns, it

sometimes happens that more than one basal is established. The highest basal is used 10
compute the raw score and all items below this basal are counted as correct. All errors

between the ceiling and the basal are subtracted from the number of the ceiling item.
This difference makes up the raw score which is then convened into age equivalents.
standard score equivalents, percentile ranks, and stanines. For the purpose of Ihis study,
age equivalent $coces were used.
StandardiUlion samples for Ille PPYT-R consisted of 4200 children and youth,

and 828 adults. Evidence of validily was provided Ihrough contenl validity, consO'UCt
vaHdity and criterion-related validity. Two typeS of reliability coefficients, split haJf and
alternale fonn, 'tIo'CfC calculated. A split-half reliability coefficient for two-and·a.-half to
18 years old ranged from .67 10 .88 on Form L and from .61 to .86 on Form M (Dunn
& Dunn, 1981).
Sight Vocnbulary
The Slosson Oral Reading Test (SORT) was used to measure Ihe subjects' sight
vocabulary altime one and lime two. This leSI was given individually and is based on
the ability to pronounce, immediately, isolated words al different levels of difficulty.
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There are len graded word lists containing twenty words each. The first list (List P) is
considered the primer level and is recommended for the fim few months of grade one.
List 1 is for the remainder of grade one, and list 2 is for the second grade. Each list then
corresponds to one grade level until the last list which is recommended for grades nine
through twelve. For the purpose of this study, these lists were enlarged. placed on cards,
and presented to the subject one list at a lime. The subjects began with a list where they

could pronounce all 20 words correctly. The test continued until the subjects encountered
a list in which they were unable to pronounce any words. Subjects were given no more
than five seconds 10 respond to each word. The 100ai number of words pronounced

cOrTe(;dy plus any words below a subject's staning list were convened 10 a reading grade
level in years and months. This les! took approximately 3 10 5 minutes to administer.
Although the SORT ill standardized, no information regarding tl e population involved in
the standardization was provided.
Writing Ability
One writing sample was collected from each subject during the first week in
October and a second sample was collected during the first week in April. Each class
was asked to write about a lopic of interest to them and was given the following
prewriting activity.
For the time one period, the investigator introduced Ihe topic of pets, as an
example, and children were asked whether or not they had a pel or would like to have
one. Approximately ten minutes was used for discussion and brainstonning of ideas.
The investigator also offered suggestions and shared a sample story aloud. Examples of
stories about pets were elicited from individual children who wanted 10 share their
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thoughts with Ihe class. The students were given time to think about the Story they
would write. They were then requested to verbally share their story with a panner as a

rehearsal for the writing acti,·jty. Finally, students were asked to write their own story
and were told to spell words as best they could. Ample lime was given for the children
to finish their piece of writing. The same procedure was used for the posttesl and the
subjects could select a topic of their own choice.

Specific evaluation criteria was used to assess the subjects writing ability in a
holistic manner. The development of meaning and the communication of ideas were the
primary concerns of the evaluation. Tiedt (1989) believes that "the intent of holistic
assessment is to provide a score that indicates the general quality of a student's writing
as a whole with no attempt to analyze specific errors" (po 178). The following four point
rating scale used for this Study is an adaptation of scoring samples provided by Tiedt
(1989), Payne (1989), and Nosewonhy (1988).

Coherence
Score
O. There is no evidence of story str'Jcture.

1. The story is not well developed or is the retelling of a known story.
2. The Story is developed, with ideas following logically from beginning to
end.
3. The story is wen constructed and contains originality, such as an interesting
beginning or a novel ending.

Characterization
O. No characters are identified.

I. The characters are identified but not described.
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2. The characlers are identified and also described.
3. The characters arc described and behave according to their description.

Dialogue
O. Then: is no evidence of dialogue.
I. Dialogue is stilled or implied.
2. Appropriate dialogue is used for the characters.

3. Appropriate dialogue is used for the characters and is particularly effective.

Setting

O. There is no indication of setting.
I. Time and place are generally indicated.
2. Specific time and place are given.
3. Specific time and place are given and described.

Emotion
O. No emotional feeling is expressed.
I. Liule emOlional feeling is expressed.

2. Some emotional feeling is elI:JmS5es. It may be repetitive.
3. Emotional feeling is clearly portrayed, connibuling to the effectiveness
of the story.

Communication

O. No message is communicated.
I. The message is brief and/or is limited to a few words or a simple sentence.

6\

2. The message is more complex but is not fluent
3. The message is fluent and is supponed by cKamplcs and/or detail.

Vocabulary
O. There are no recognizable words.
I. The writing contains less than 15 words.

2. The writing contains 15 or more words. Common verbs are used bUI few

adjectives or adverbs are included.
3. A variety of verbs and a selection of adjectives and adverbs are appropriately used and contribute to the quality of the slory.

Sentence Structure

O. There is no evidence of sentence structure. The writing is confined to

scribbles and/Of leiters.
1. The writing is confined 10 simple sentences.

2. "And" is used to connect simple sentences. Subordination is not used.
3. The writing contains both simple and complex sentences.

Independent Var

~ble

The independent variable for the study was whether the children were in the
control group. which received basal reading instruction during grade one and whole
language instruction during grade two, or Ihe experimental group, which received whole
language instruction in grade one and two. This variable was scored by assigning the
value of I to the control group and 2 10 the experimenta; group.
Conceptual Models

Two conceptual models were designed for this study. Conceptual model one
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(Figure 4) is a graphic representation of the first pan of the study which was designed

to find out whether the experimental group would altain higher achievement levels than
the conlrol group after one year exposure to Ihe lreatmen!.

Conceptual model twO

(Figure 5) is a graphic representation of the second part of the study which was designed
to finel. out whether two years exposure to the treatment would result in higher achievement levels for Ihe experimental group than for the control group.
Conceptual Modell

IWRITE1
Figure 4. Conceptual model of the responsiveness of language ans to whole language
instruction at the cnd of the grade oneJbeginning grade two.
Key:

TREAT = Whether member of the experimental group or not; I = control group
(basal reader instruction ill grade one), 2 = experimental group (whole language

instruction in grade one).
ROO I "" reading comprehension beginning grade two;
PPVT·R 1 "" meaning vocabulary beginning grade two;
SORT I "" sight vocabulary beginning grade twO;
WRITE I "" wriling ability beginning grade two.
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Conceptual Model 2

Figure S. LongilUdina.l model of lhe impact of whole language instruCtion on language

ans at twO points in time· the beginning of grade twO and end of grade two.

Key: TREAT = Whether a member of the experimental group or not; 1

=control group

(basal instruction in grade one, whole language in grnde (wo); 2 = experimental

group (whole language instruction in grade one and two).
ROO I :: reading comprehension beginning grade two;
PPVf-Rl '" meaning vocabulary beginning grade two;

SORTI

= sight vocabulary beginning =:rade tWO;

WRITEI = writing ability beginning grade twO;

RDG2 = reading comprehension at the end of grade two;
PPVT-Rl = meaning vocabulary al the cnd of grade two;
SORTI = sight vocabulary at the end of grade two;

WRITE2 '" writing ability al the end of grade [WO.
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Materials and lnstrudion
Two different reading aPrtroachcs requiring different materials and instructional
procedures were used with the two groups of subjects during their grade one year. The
experimental group was exposed to a whole language program in grade one and grade
two. The control group was exposed to a basal reader program in grade one and a whole
language program in grade two.
The Experimental Group
The experimental group was exposed to the Networks (McInnes, I1J87) primary
language ans program which is based on a whole language approach to literacy
development. The authors base their beliefs on an understanding of ("hild growth and

development, a meaning based approach to language learning, and the belief that reading
and writing are closely related and emerge naturally and simultaneously.
The material for every grade level is prescnrcd in four units, each of which is
composed of four, five, or six. themes that have a personal, a curriculum, and/or a
literature focus. In the teacher's manual, these foci are described by the

autho~

way.
The personal focus arises from an understanding of the needs,
interests, abilities, and aptitudes of children as they deal with emotions,
wilh the children's adjustments 10 school life, wilh peer and family
relationships, and with larger issues of community life and mUlUal dependencies.
Some of the themes have a curriculum focus, providing language
experiences from across the curriculum, including the natural and physical
sciences, mathematics, history, and geography. Selections provide a
stimulus for a variety of exploratory and interpretive activities.
The selections in the themes with a literature focus have been
chose.. wilh a view 10 instilling in children an appreciation of the richness
of literature. Some of the selections derive from Ihe oral tradition of
rhymes, folk tales, and legends; some come from more recently published
words of gifted auchors and iIlusttators; while some have been written for
NElWORKS. (,.35)

in this
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This program consists of five components. Finl. the tcacher's planning guide

provides an oveT'Yiew of the program and a rationale for the themes. II also conl:lins a
sel of lesson plans for each theme which are organized under three major headings: a)

planning the learning experience; b) developing the learning experience; and. c)

evaluating the learning experience. Thr= reproducible language devclopmcnI checklists
and one anecdotal profile per unit are also included.
Second, the anthology is the core componena of the program and contains a

variety of narrative, poetic, and infonnational selections. There are four anthologies for
each grade level (Appendix A).
systematic instructional plan

whic~

A typical lesson using the anthology employs a
includes four steps:

a) focusing: b) reading and

reviewing; c) consolidating; and, d) extending and sharing.

First. the children are

introduced to a reading selection through focusing activities which help to activate their
background knowledge.

Activities might include discussions. story !elling. sharing

knowledge. and anticip:uing the language and structure of the selection to be read. Then,
the children are involved in re3ding and reviewing the selection through activities like
shared ruding, teacher assisted reading, peer assisted

~ding.

or independent reading.

Reviewing involves the children in understanding the language elements of the story
while reading or reviewing the text.

Activities might include discussing the events,

characters, details of the story, suueture and language pallems, and reponing ::r.nd
recording infonnation. Next. consolidating

activiti~

are incorporated to provide practice

with specific aspects of the text such as structure, (onn, and vocabulary. Children may

be involved in discussion, oral reading. role playing, composing chans. writing and/or
choral reading in order to understand and reinforce what they have learned during the
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reading and reviewing. Finally, children are engaged in ~xtending and sharing activities
which help them to apply what they have learned. They an: encouraged to share and
discuss whallhey have accomplished and perhaps extend their newly acquired knowledge

in alternate ways.
Third, the aClivil)' book engages children in learning both independem and
collaborative activities designed to develop their composing and thinking skills. There
is one activity book for each of units 1 and 2. From unit three on, there are two activity

books per unit; one for the more experienced reader and writer and onc for the less
experienced reader and writer. This makes a total of six activity books in grade one and
eight activity books in grade two (Appendix A).

Founh. Ihe big book is imended for shared reading and relates 10 the anthology
and independcnI readers in lheme, genre, and language forms. It includes traditional and
contemporary children's literature, as well as informational malerial in the form ofchans,
maps, experimenls, photographs and repons. There are four big books (one for each unie)
pro....ided for the grade one level and one for ehe flTsl unit of grade two (Appendix A).
Fifth, the independent readers are pro....ided fer addilional reading eltperiences and.
are related 10 theme. genre, and linguistic fonns of lhe big book and the anthology.
There are eight independent readers for each grade which are developed a' two different
reading levels, one for the less experienced reader and one for ehe more experienced
reader (Appendix A).
The program also provides one set of listening lapes and one set of blackline
masters for each grade level. At the grade one le.... eI, there are four puppet animal
characters who appear in a number of stories in the anthology and independent readers.
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The Grade One Progr:tm for the Experimental GrouP
In addition to the Networks program, the grade one children in the experimental
group were exposed to other language ans activities. There was a daily fifteen minute

silent reading period where each child in the classroom read or perused a book of their
choice. These books were chosen from the school library, the classroom library, or the
children's own personal library. The teacher read aloud 10 the children :'5 part of a daily

routine. Books were chosen from various genres of children's literature including folk
tales, fairy tales. realistic and imaginary stories, infonnation books, poetry. and humorous
books. Each classroom had a listening cemer where the children could listen 10 taped

siories and also record, and listen 10 themselves read. The leacher provided a daily

opponunity for shared reading and for the children to work in pairs and read aloud to
each other.
Reading and writing were integrated as much as possible across the cuniculum.
Each child was encouraged to write on a daily basis. The writing took the fonn of
personal journal writing, language experience stories, and written responses to liter-Ilure
they read or heard. Message writing to peers or family members on special occasions
such as binhdays or anniversaries was also incorporated. The teachers encouraged the
use of invented spelling and did not mark on the children's writing. Each classroom was
equipped with an author's chair where students who wanted to, could share their writing
with others.
Each night the children were required to take home a book of their own choice
to read aloud to their parents. If the book was too difficult, the parent was encouraged
to read to the child and to discuss the story in detail when the book was completed.
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The Grade Two Program for the Experimental Group

In addition to (ollowing the Networks program theme approach, the grade two
teachers in the experimental group used many olher activities to teach the children how
to fCad and write. Once each day, the children were engaged in silent reading for fifteen

to twenty minutes. The teachers also read aloud daily 10 the children.

Books were

chosen (rom a variety of different germs including Caldecotl winners. folktales, fairy
tales, humorous books, poetry. and information books. Predictable books were often used
for shared n::ading and the children were asked to chime in on repealed phrases.
!>ometimes the teacher would use masking tape and cover certain key words and the
students would have 10 fill in the missing word.
A typical language arts class began with the teacher choosing a panicular book

or IOpic.

Considerable lime was spent brainstonning which mean! that the children

discussed the infonnation that they might already know aboul the subject. On chan
paper or the chalkboard, the teacher recorded the words and ideas of the childn:n in the
fonn of a semantic map. The children were asked to predict what the story might be
about and the teacher also recorded this infonnation.

Once the story was read. the

teacher spent time questioning~he children about the events, characters, the problem. and
the final outcome.

The leachers also encouraged the children 10 relate any similar

experiences or feelings which they may have e/(perienced. Finally, lhe children would
respond to lhe book in writing. For example. the children might be asked to draw a
picture or their favourite pan and wrile why they liked it. or to write an alternale ending
to the story.
Reading and writing were related as much as possible nm only during the
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language classes but also throughout the content areas. The children were involved in

personal journal writing twice a week, in writing group and individual language
experience stories. in responding to children's literature, in story writing on self selected

topics. and in the writing of group and individual messages and letters which were based
on the children's needs and/or interests. The enti~ ciot: ~ often worked together to rewrite
a favorite story in their own words which they would Ul\,n read as a group. They might
also write, read, and illustrate stories about specific dassroom activities such as a field
trip.

Children were encouraged to use invented spelling and whenever possible the
children had an opponunity to share their writing. Those children who did not want 10
share their writing were not compelled to do so, however, the teacher tried to encourage
them as much as possible. Due to time constraints and class size, children did not always
get a chance 10 share their writing. On these occasions, provisions were made for those
children to share their compositions on anolher day.
Each nighl the children were expected to read aloud from a self selected book.
Parents were asked to take an active role in the reading by listening to their children
read, questioning them about what they read, and discussing the events of the story.
The Control Group
The control group was exposed to the Nelson Language Development Reading
Program (McInnes, 1977).

This program has since been replaced by the Networks

program. The primary language development reading program was based on a skills

approach 10 reading instruction. The following components comprised the program.
The teachers resource manual provided teaching procedures for the introduction
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and treatment of each selection in the basal reader. Throughout the manual, these
instructions were organized into units which outlined specific skill development in a
scope and sequence chan. At the back of the manual, there were reproducible activity
pages keyed to specific skills.
The basal readers were the student's lext books which made up the core of the
program. There was one oosaI reader for each level of the program. There were a total
of Couneell levels beginning with level 1 for kinderganen; levels 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 for
grade onc; levels 7, 8, 9. and 10 for grade two; levels II, 12, 13. and 14 for grade three.
Workbooks and activity books accompanied each basal reader and served to
reinforce the skills laught through the lessons. They also provided the basis for independent seatwork. The exercises contained in the activity books were used 10 assist in the
development of word recognition skills which were closely related 10 Ihe reading
selections in the corresponding basal reader. Teachers used the exercises in the activity
books at their own discrelion. However. lhe l Can Read workbooks were compulsory
for each child. The workbook pages were completed sequemiaJly and coincided with the
basal reader selections.
An evaluation resource book was provided to assess individual skill deve10pmenl
afler the children compleled each level of the program. These tests were intended to help
leachers monitor lhe children's ability to perronn the expected skills outlined in the
teacher's manual.
Supplememary malerials in lhe fonn of extra reading books, filmstrips, and
language developmenl piclures were also provided. These materials were used to help
motivate and encourage children 10 read and wr1le.

11

AI Ihe grade one level,h" .;ontrol group were instructed in levels 2, 3. 4, 5. and
6 of the program (Appendix B). The five basal readers, accompanying workbooks and

optional exercises from the activity books, teacher manuals, and supplementary materials
were utilized to teach Ihe grade one program.
The Grade One Program for Ihc Control Group

During the grade one year, the reading lessons were struCtured and followed the
procedure outlined in the guidebook. Selections from the basal readers were introduced
and taught in a prescribed sequence. On the first day, the leacherread the complete basal
story

10

the children and asked questions 10 insure the slory had been understood. On

the second day, Ihe whole class read the story silently. On the third day, the children

were required to read aloud individually in a round robin fashion. Following this, Ihe
reading skill lessons to accompany each story were selected from the published scope and
sequence chan. These skills were then explainec' by the teacher. Finally, the children
were given appropriate worksheets or workbook exercises designed to reinfC'''Ce the
panicular skill which had been laught. The teachers also supplemented these eltercises
with duplicated sheets from a phonics workbook. Children also spent oonsidemble time
learning basic sight words and were often given lists of individual words from the Dolch
(1960) list of sight words to lake home and study.
The children wen: read to on a daily basis and were involved in one scheduled
fifteen minute silent reading period per week. For the most part, it was the children who
had completed their assigned worksheets that were given the opponunity to sit and read
a book independently. The basal reader was sent home on a regular basis and children
were eltpected to practice reading the stories aloud to their parents each night.
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Writing was taught separately from reading and emphasis was placed on the
proper fannalian of the leiters, neatness, and correct spelling with little or no emphasis
on the message. Story writing was held once a week for a thirty minute pericxl and

emphasis was placed on the mechanics of the language. The leacher always spelled any
w'.ln!s that the children wanted to know. Occasionally, perhaps once every two weeks,
the children were involved in language experience activities where they related their
thoughts aoom a panicular topic of interest. The teacher recorded their ideas on chart
paper. The class then read the story as a group and Ihe chart was put up on the wall.
The goal of instruction for the contrOl group in grade O:lC was considered 10 be
the completion of the basal readers, mastery of the skills outlined in the scope and
sequence chan, and the passing of the published skiH tests.
The GiJde Two Program for the ConfTol Group
At the grade

IWO

level, the control group was exposed to a whole language

approach. The subjects utilized the Networks program along with the same activities
described for the grade two students in the experimental group.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION
Introdudion
The purpose of this chapler is to present and interpret the results of the statistical

analysis of the data collected during the study in light of the questions posed and the
experimental treatment.

Several statistical procedures were used.

First, descriptive

statistics were generated for the dependent variables of reading comprehension, meaning

vocabulary, sight vocabulary and writing ability at both lime one (the fall) and lime two
(the spring),

Second. one way analysis of variance was used in order (0 assess the differences
between the control group (I) and the experimental group (2) on the scores for reading

comprehension (RDG 1), meaning vocabulary (PPVT-R I), sight vocabulary (SORTI), and
writing ability (WRITEl) at lime one testing and for reading comprehension (RDG2),
meaning vocabulary (PPYT-R2), sighl vocabulary (SORT2), and writing ability
(WRITE2) at time tl' 0 testing. I" this analysis the '/ariabilily of the observations within
the group (around the mean) and the variability between the group means were obsrrved
in order to detennine whether the between-group va."iance was significantly greater than
the within-group variance (Borg & Gall, 1983).
Third. the investigator used the Pearson product-moment correlation 10 detennine
the relationships of the variables to each other. A ten by len correlation matrix was
constructed to show the relationship between the treatment and the various dependent
variables.
Finally, a three stage multiple regression was computed for the dependent
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variables reading comprehension. meaning vocabulary, sight vocabulary, writing ability
and the independent variable, treatment. Multiple regression is a more stringent

te5f

for

detcnnining the effcclS of !he treatment on the outcome variables after placing statistical
conuols on selected independent variables. Subsequent [0 the second multiple regression,
• factor analysis was conducted 10 reduce the number of variables in the model and to
verify the findings. To do this. a single composite variable. called achievement (AOiI),
was constructed from the four moderate to highly intcr-eon-elated variables (ROOt,

PPVT-Rl. SORTI and WRITI::I). The stability of regression equations is a function of
the number of variables in relation 10 sample size. A frequenlly cited figure is 30 to I
(Pedhazur, 1982, p.148). The larger the sample in relation 10 the number of independent

variables the more stable the

l~

lulls. In Ihis srudy. the stability was enhanced through

data reduction using factor Analysis; that is. by conSlNction of a linear composite out of
the four achicvement indicators.
Descriptive Statistics
Means. standard devi:llions. kunosis, skewness, and minimum and muimum
values were generated foc the dependent variables for the toeal sample of 104 students
ltnd are presented in Table L A compari.mn of means shows Ihat for !he spring tcsting

the mean scores of all the dependent

vari~les

were larger than those of the previous fall

testing. This indicates that both the control group and the experimental group made gains
in reading comprehension. meaning vocabulary. sight vocabulary and writing ability.
A comparison of means by group showed Lhat thc means of the four dependent

variables for time one and time two were higher fD:" the experimental group than for the
control group (Table 2). Writing ability both at the beginning and end of grade two

Table I
Means Standard Devialions (S.D.l Skewness Kunosis Mu.imum

(M3~.) and

Minimum (Min.) ScoTn

ror J)ependent Variables

~.

Variables

M,~

S.D.

Skewness

Kunosis

Milt.

Min.

~
RDGI

2.40

1.00

1.3:4

1.68

5.40

150

PPVT-Rl

7.42

1.04

0.24

0.75

10.70

4.70

SORTI

WRITEI

2.45

1.49

1.29

1.43

7.80

0.20

10.33

3.32

0.38

0.61

20.00

1.00

Tjme Two SCoccs

RDG2

3.34

1.32

0.49

-1.03

'.60

1.>0

PPVT-R2

".

1.2>

0.28

.<J.79

11..50

6.11

SORTI

WRrrE2

4.02

1.70

0.90

0.32

8.80

0.90

14.81

3.42

0.12

.Q.IO

24.00

'.00

NO'll:: Time one (fallicsting). I; Time Two (spring tesling). 2; ROO. grade equivalclU scores in reading comprehension;
PPVT-R:= age equivalent scores In meaning vocabul3l')': SORT. grade equivalent scores in sight vocabulary;
WRlTE = raw scores in writing abilily.

~

Table 2
Comparison or Means and Standard Devlalioos' Time One MId Time Two Scon:s.

Conu,,\

Experimental
Variables

Mow

S.D.

Mow

S.D.

.90

2.38
3.0\

1.10

ROO'

2.43
3.67

PPYf·RI
PPvr-R2

7.45
8.17

Rool

SORTI
SORTI

WRITEl
WRITE'

13'
1.16
1.26

7.39
8.35

2.70
4.28

1.63
1.74

2.20
3.76

11.62
16.48

2.80
2.79

9.04
13.13

1.19

.92
1.21
1.30

1.64
3.33

3.18

NOTE: ROO. grade equivalcm scores In n:ading comprehension; PPYf·R ., age equivalent scon:s in meaning
vocabulary: SORT", grade equivalent scores in sight vocabulary; WRITE = raw scores in writing ability.

Oi
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shows the largest difference and appears to be considerably better for those students in
the experimental group. Although the mean scores for reading comprehension showed
little difference at lime Olle, it was interesting 10 nOle thai the second largest difference
in the mean scores occurred at time two in favor of the experimental group. The third

largest difference between the mean scores occurred in sight vocabulary at the beginning
and end of grade two in favor of the whole language group. Meaning vocabulary showed

the least difference in mean scores at lime two

~ut

it was also in favor of die experi.

meotill group.
Analysis of Variance

An inherent weakness of this study is the facllha! the subjects were nOt modornly
selected to the rreatment groups. This occurred because the investigator capitalized on
a natural experimenl. Some grade one teachers han introduced whole language to their
grade one SlUdents as pan of a pilot slUdy. Thus. when all students were introduced to
a whole language in grade two, those who had not had whole language treatment in grade
one could be compared to thoS(, who had. Random selection of students for experimental
purposes is seldom possible in natural senings (Borg & Gall, 1983). In these circumstances. it is not uncommon for the analyst to explore the relationships in the data by firSI
conducting a one way analysis of variance on the treatment

eff~cts

with regard to the

achievement at the beginning and the end of a grade.
Results
All eight hypotheses were tested using analysis of variance.

The first four

hypotheses were related to student achievement at time one or at the beginning of grade
two and were as follows.
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Hypothesis I: Students who have been exposed Co a whole language approach for one
year will attain a higher level of reading comp~hension ability than those taught using
a skills approach for one year.
Hypothesis 2: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one
year will attain a higher level of meaning vocabulary than those laught using a skills
approach for one year.
Hypothesis 3: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one
year will allmn a higher level of sight vocabulary than those taught using a skills
approach for one year.
Hypothesis 4: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for one
year will anain a higher level of writing ability than those laughl using a skJlls approach
for one year.
The analysis of variarce for the dependent variables 3t rime one indicated a .816,
.763, .084 and .000 level of significance for RDOl, PPVT.Rl, SORTI and WRITEl,
respectively (Table 3). For each of the first three variables, the level of significance was
unacceptable at the chosen 0.05 which indicates that the groups were not significantly
different in reading comprehension, meaning vocabulary and sight vocabulary at Ihe
beginning of grade two.
However, there was a significant relationship between the

::r~atment

and writing

ability in favor of the experimental group. Therefore, hypotheses I, 2 and 3 were
rejected and hypothesis 4 was accepted.
The second set of hypolheses tested, using the analysis of variance, were related
to student achievement at time two. Tnese hypothesis were as follows.

Hypothesis 5: Students wh'. have been exposed to a whole language approach for two
years will attain a higher level of reading comprehension than those who have been
exposed to a skills approach in the first year and a whole language approach in the
second year.
Hypothesis 6: Students who have been exposed to a whole language approach for two
years will atain. 'ligher level of meaning vocabulary than those who have been exposed
to the skills approach in the first year and a whole language approach in the second year.

Table 3
A."'lOVA Results for Rool PPyr-RI SaRTI WRITEI by TREAT ITime One Scores>.
Dependent
Variables

Source

55

OF

Square

RDGI
102

1.017

102

1.091

6.600

I

6.600

102

2.173

SaRTI

221.658

.OSS

.816

.091

.763

3.031

.084

118.264

.CXXJ

.100

.100

PPVT-RI
111.922

Si&

1JSS

.055

103.724

F

172.6S4

I

964.231

102

172.654

WRITEI
9.453

NOTE: I .. between groups: 2 • within g/OUps: 5S • sum of SQuares: DF", degrees of freedom.

<l
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Hypothesis 7: Studenls who have been exposed to a whole language approach for two
years will attain a higher level of sighl vocabulary than those who have been exposed to
the skills approach in the first year and a whole language approach in the second year.
Hypothesis 8: Students who have b~n exposed to a whole language approach for twO
yean will altain a higher level of writing ability than those who h3ve been exposed to

the skills approach in the first year and a whole language approach in the second year.
The analysis of variance for the dependent variables al time two indicated a .009•
.083. .124 and .000 level of significance for RDG2, PPVT-R2, SQRTI and WRITE2
respectively (Table 4).

For PPVT·R2 and SORTI, the level of significance was

unacceptable at the chosen 0.05 which indicates that there were no significant differences

between the experimental and the control group on meaning and sight vocabulary at Ihe
end of grade two. However, RDG2 and WRlTE2 showed a statiStically significant level
in favor of the eKperimental group. Therefore, hypotheses 6 and 7 were rejected and
hypotheses 5 and 8 were accepted.

The analysis of variance (Table 3) shows that the treatment had little effect on
reading comprehension after one year. This confinns the findings of Stahl & Miller
(1989), Smith (1989), lind Payne (1989) who all found that the whole language approach
and the basal reading approach were equally effective in helping beginning readers
develop reading comprehension. However, after tWO years the eKperimentai group in this
study showed a difference of over b months according to the mean scores (Table 2) and
was significant at the .009 level (Table 4).

This gain in reading comprehension

demonstrated a lagged effect which may be due to the fact that the experimental group
were given many more opponunities:o read and enjoy books during their grade one year.
In other words. the eKperimentai group was probably better at comprehending because
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they spent more time engaged in a variety of reading activities mee daily uninterrupted

silent reading, shared reading, and paired reading whereas those in the cOnEro] group did
not have such exposure during their grade one year. The children in the experimental

group were read to on a daily basis and were involved in much more discussion about
stories, the characters, the problems and the outcomes. Whole language instruction

focused primarily on meaningful stories the children wrote themselves

an~

on children's

literature while the traditional program focused on basal reader inslTUction and the

mastery of individual skills through driJl and practise during their grade one year.
With regard to meaning vocabulary. it is intcreslinll:

~o

nOIC that after one year the

results of the PPVT-R revealed. a mean score of7.45 for the experimental group and 7.39
for the control group. There was liule difference between the experimental and control
group which indicates that [he whole language and the basal skill approaches seemed to
be equally effective for teaching meaning vocabulary. After two yem exposure to whole

language, the experimental group revealed a 4 month advantage over the subjects in the
control group. Although the mean scores were not significant during the second part of
the study, they were in the hypothesized direction. This could, perhaps, be aCCOU:lled for
by the increased amount of reading that went on in the whole language classrooms.
While it is difficult [0 determine why this increase in meaning vocabulary did not occur
during the grade one year, it is speculated that the higher interest in reading, the increase
in the amount of reading done, the variety of children's literature presented. and the kinds
of activities (bminslOnning, semantic mapping, and general discussions) carried our
during that first year probably contributed to the gains in meaning vocabulary during their
grade two year.

BJ
Sight vocabulary testing at lime one (Table 2) on the SORT revealed a mean

score 0£2.70 for the experimental group and 2.20 for the control group. This five month
advantage is an imponant finding in light of the fact Ihal many teachers using whole

language for the first time believe thaI instruction and drill in sight vocabulary is crucial

to beginning reading instruction. The results indica!!" that using repetitious materials and
predictable books to develop sight vocabulary in grade onc is just as effective as the drill
and practice of basic sight words. The fact thai the difference is not significant confirms,
to some degree. the findings of Chall (1983) whr- has been claiming for years that

children learn 10 read from a bottom-up model of reading and that drill and pmclice in
sight words is necessary before children can learn 10 read.

However, il seems that

providing sufficient drill and practice can also be done through the use of real reading
material. Using repetitious material and predictable books also has the advantage of
developing comprehension ability at :he same time.

At time (wo in {he study, the

findings continued to indicate a five momh advantage according to the mean scores of
3.76 and 4.28 (Table 2) in favor of Ihe experimental group. Therefore, it seems likely
that using whole language strategies is a better approach (0 helping children acquire sight
vocabulary than is a drill and praclice approach. In the long run, it appears that children
who are exposed to a wide variely of books and spend a lot of time reading williealn
mme sight words. The direct relationship belween the amount of time spent reading and
Ihe increase in word recognition has been supponed by theory (Anderson et at, 1985).
From the results of the analysis of variance, there appears to be a sttong
relationship between the treatment and writing ability in favor of the whole language
group both at time one and lime two. The mean scores from Table 2 show a consider-
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able advantage in favor of the experimental group and a signifICance level of .000
(Tables 3 & 4) al both testing periods. This cenfums the findings of Varble (1990).
Smith (1989), and Payne (1989) that chi~n exposed to whole language exhibit superior

writing ability than those exposed 10 the skills approach. The findings in Ihis study may
be due 10 the fact that the children in the :::xpcrimental group were CKpected to write from

the first day of school. The use of invented spelling was encouraged so that they could

express their ideas more readily without worry about the mechanics of the language. 1be
children engaged in complementary reading and writing activities that evolved naturally
from their JUding. Activities included responding 10 lhe literature which was

~ad

10

them by writing about their favorilC pan. composing different endings 10 the stories they

heard, keeping journals. sending written personal letters or notes to family members or

other community members. The integration of reading and wriling is supponed by theory
(Weaver, 1988; Goodman 1986; Anderson, 1984) and is believed ro be a major
contribulor 10 the superior perfonnance of the children in the eltperimental group. The
children in the connol group were not given many opponunilies to write during their
grade one year.

Story Yn'iting was held one period per week which did not provide

adequate time for Yn'iting ptaetice. The writing period was considered separate from
reading and emphasis was placed on mechanics and proper letter formation with much
less auenlion to the message.

Correlation Coefficients
In order to rest the accepted hypothesis more stringently, regression techniques
were used. Since regression analysis is based on a correlation mattix, correlations for all
the variables are presented in Table S. The correlations between the independent variable

TableS
Co-.rr.elation M"trix for VRri~brcs at Time One and Time Two..
Variables

TREAT

Rool

PPVT-RI

SORTI

WRJITI

R002

P>r>VT·R2

SORTI

TREAT

1.000

0.408

0.381

0.042

0.000

0.005

0.042

0.062

O.OOJ

ROOI

0.023

1.000

0.004

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

WRJIT2

PPvr·RI

0.030

0.2>7

1.000

0.11119

0.041

0.000

0.000

0.002

0.001

SORTI

0.170

0.819

0.231

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

W:'~IThl

0.390

0.383

0.171

0.503

1.000

0.000

0.004

0.000

R002

0.253

0.691

0.510

0.654

0.442

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.1XXl

Pi'Vf-R2

0.171

0.408

0.611

0.362

0260

0.493

1.000

0.000

0.000

SORTI

0.152

0.746

0.288

0.933

0.486

0.677

0.358

1.000

0.000

WRnE!

0.492

0.458

0.293

0.531

0...86

0.478

Q.400

0.5'"

1.000

X

1...0

2.40

7.42

2.45

10.33

3.34

''0

4.02

14.81

SO

0.50

1.00

1.04

1.48

3.32

1.32

1.25

1.70

3.42

NOTE: Com:lation c:odfieienlS below !he diagonal; significant levels above the diagonal.
P values <.05 ale slatlstically significant.
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TREAT and the dependent variables of WRITEl, RDG2, and WRITE2 were .39, .25 and

.49 respectively. These relationships were all statistically significant at the .01 level or
less. This confinued the ANOVA results and the earlier acceptance of hypotheses 4, 5

and 8. TlJis means thai there is a definite relationship between the whole language

treatment and writing ability both at the beginning and end of grade two and between the
treatment and reading comprehension at the end of grade two.
IT is also interesting 10 note that the correlat:on between TREAT and SORTi was
.170 and between TREAT and PPVT·R2 was .171. Both relationships were st31;Slicallr

significant at the .04 level. This means that the students in the experimental group had
a better sight vocabulary at time one and a beU("T meaning vocabulary at lime two than
those students in the control group.
Multiple Regression

A three stage multiple regression was used to examine the magnitude of the
relationships between the independent variable and the dependent variables in the sludy.
Path anclysis was then possible using the results from the multiple

re:;re~sion

analysis.

Borg and Gall (1983) state that "path analysis is a method for testinl: the validity of a
theory about causal relationships between three or more variables that have been studied
using a correlational research design." (p. 606) The path coefficients are the same as the
Bela coefficients calculated in the multiple regression. "A path coefficient is a standardized partial regression coefficient indicating the direct effects of one variable on another
in the path analysis" (Borg & Gall, 1983, p. 610).

Having detennined these path

coefficients (direct effects) it was also possible to calculate the indirect effects among the
variables. In the analysis of path models a distinction can be made between the direct

87
effect of a variable and its indirect effect. The direct effel.:t is one which is not mediated
or rransmittcd by any other variable whereas the indirect effect is the part of the

independent variable that is transmitted or mediated by one or m~ intervening variables

(Pedl'lazur, 1982).
SlageOne
Stage one of the: regression model was executed 10 detennine whether the

treatment that me children received in grade one affected their lll.hievement levels al the
beginning of grade two. In this £Iagc, there is a single independent variable which is the
treatment. The outcome variables ROOl, PPVT-Rl, SORTI, andWRITE 1are regressed
on the uealmem. The parameter effects in models with only onc predictor are the same
as the Pearson correlation coefficients. The results of this analysis are presemcd in Table
6 and a graphic representation is provided in Figure 6. In ,the case of ROGl, PPVT-RI,
and SORTI, the treatment effects are negligible because the parameters are .17 or less
and the residual tcnns are .91 and higher. It appears that whatever is accounting for the
increased achievement levels has little to do with the treatment they received. However,
in the case of WRITEI, the parameter is .39 and the residual is .78. This means that the
treatment is definitely one factor accounting

fo~

how well the children write. Stage one

oftlte regression model, therefore, indicates that while the treatment did not seem to have
much effect on the reading comprehension, the meaning vocabulary, and the sight vocabbulary of the students, it had a definite effect on their writing ability. The earlier
rejections of hypotheses I, 2, and 3 and Ihe acceptance of hypothesis 4 were confirmed.

Stage two of the regression model was utilized to examine the effects of the
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treatment on the outcome variables at time two while controlling for the subjects
performance in ~ading comprehension (ROOt), meaning vocabulary (PPVT-Rl), sight

vocabuluy (SORTI), and writing ability (WRIlC1) at lime one.

Four multiple

regression equations were created using the fOOl criterion variables plus the tre:l.tment
variable.
(I) ROO2 '" function of (TREAT, ROOt. PPVT-RI, SORTI, WRITEI)

(2) PPVT·R2 '" function of (TREAT, ROOt, PPVT·RI, SORTI, WRfffil)
(3) SORTI::: function of (fREAT, RJ)Gl, PPVT.Rl, SORT I, WRITEI)
(4) WRITE2 '" function of(TREAT, ROOl, PPVT-Rl, SORTI, WRITE!)
The estimates of these equations were used as a final lest for the hypotheses.
While the ANOYA and the correlation results tended to suppan higher achievement in
reading comprehension and writing ability by the experimental group at lime IwO, the
results were tentative. Controls had to be placed on the potentially confounding variables

of prior achievement in reading comprehension, meaning and sight vOQbulary. :md
writing ability at time one before fum conclusions could be drawn about the results of
the resean:h.

The estimates for equation one are contained in Table 7 and Figure 7 prc5Cnu a
graphic view. This equation provided the effects of TREAT on RDG2 while controlling
for ROOt. PPVT-RI, SORTI. and WRITEl.

The earlier te",:uive acceptance of

hypothesis 5 concerning the relationship between reading comprehension and the whole
language program was reconfumed and accepted. The I-value of 2.623 was significant
at the .01 level and the beta coefficient between mEAT and RDG2 was .162.
Data for the second equation is contained in Table 8 and Figure 8 shows the

·.~~

..

Table 7

Re!!I'ession CoefficieOls St.andard Error.! Slandard!7.ed Regll:S5iOD Coefficients T-Vjl!ues and Signiflcancs; Level! (or lhc
R002 Path Model.
DcpendeOi Variable

R002

•

SE(B)

BETA

TREAT

.424

.162

.162

ROOI

.082

.OIS

.551

PPvr-RI

.443

.074

.352

6.018

.000

SORTI

.oso

.093

.OS1

.540

"I

WRITEI

.02"

.me

.013

1.634

.304

IndependelU Variables

T

SlgT

2.623

.010

'""'"

.000

Constant -2.761
Mult.R
.829
R-Square .687
N01C: B. reiTeSSlon coefficients: SE(B) • standard errors: Bela. standardized partial
T • I-values; Sig T • significance levels.

~gresslon

codficients:

:!!

~

~E\;

Figun: 7. Path Diagram for Reading Achievement Model at Time Two.
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Table 8
Regression Coefficients Standard Errors Standardized Regression Coefficients T.Values and SigzlinclllCe kYels for the
PPVT-R2 Path Model.

Dependent Variable
PPVT-Rl

Independent Variables

B

SE(8)

TREAT

BETA

T

SigT

.361

204

.145

I.nl

.080

ROO!

.342

204

.275

2.119

.007

PPVT·RI

.644

.092

537

6.991

.000

-.015

.114

-.017

-.127

.899

.006

.035

.015

.165

.869

SORT!
WRITEI

CoI1SW't 2.395

MU[LR .681
R-Square .463
NOTE: B. n:gT'CSSKm coefficients; SE(B) • standard enors; Bm • standardized paniaI regression codlicients; T :: t·
valllCS; Sig T '"' significance levels.

:ll
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~

Figure 8. Path Diagram for Meaning Vocabulary Achievement Model 31 Time Two.
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relationship between PPVT-R2 and TREAT while controlling for Rool, PPVT.Rl,

SORTI, and WRITE!. The I-value was 1.771 with a hela coefficient of .145 and a
significance level of .080. Therefore, the rejection of hypothesis 6 was confirmed.

Equation three was generated to detennine the effects of TREAT on SORTI while
controlling rorRDGl, PPVT.Rl. SORT I, and WRITE I . The data is contained in Table
9 and a graphic view is presented in Figure 9. The bela coefficient between TREAT and
SORT2 was -.014 with a (-value of -.395 and a significance level of .720. Hypothesis
seven was also rejected.
The fourth equation examined the effects of YREAT on WRlTE2 while

contrOlling for Rool, PPVT·Rl, SORTi, and WRITEl. Table 10 contains the data for
the fourth equ:llion lind Figure 10 is a diagrammatical representation. A bela weight of
.349, a t-value of 4.62, and a significance level of .000 confinns the facl Ihat the
treatmenl effect was significant for writing over and above the effects of the control
variables. Therefore, hypothesis eight was accepted.
The stage twu (egression analysis did support the ANOVA results.

When

controls were placed on the four achievement variables at the beginning of grade two,
Ihe treatment effects accounted for significanl improvement in reading comprehension and
writing ability but not for meaning vocabulary or sight vocabulary. However, Ihere was
some evidence thai these findings were due to a phenomena called multicollinearity.
This sometimes happens when independent variables such as reading comprehension,
meaning vocabulary, sight vocabulary, and writing ability are contained in the data set
and have moderate 10 high correlations. In these circumstances, there may be a tendency
for the parnmeters of the model to be unstable due to the low number of cases, the large

Table 9
Regression CoeHicienlS Standard Errors Standardi7,ed Regression Coefficiems T-Values and SlgnlOcance Levels for !he
SORTI Path Model.

Dependent Variable
SORTI

SE(B)

BETA

TREAT

-.047

.131

-.014

·.359

.720

ROOI

-.002

.012

-.010

-.1,55

.m

Indepcndcm Variables

PPVf-RI
SO~TI

WRITE!

B

T

SigT

.122

.OS'

.075

2043

.044

1.047

.07.

.9151

3.8,58

.000

.012

.023

.023

~14

.609

Constant .,531
Mull. R .936
R-Square .877
NOTE: B. regression coefficients; SE(B) = standard erro~: Bet:'!
values; Sig T • signineance levels.

= standardized panial regm:sion coeflicients; T '"' t-
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Figure 9. Path Diagram ror Sight Vocabulary Achievement Model at Time Two.
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Table 10
Reg~on Coefficienls Siandard Enol'S Slandardlzcd Regression Coefficients T·Values and Significance Levels for !he
WRITE2 Path Model.

Dependent Variable
WRITE>
SE(B)

BErA

T

SigT

2.378

.SIS

.34'

4.620

.000

ROOI

.641

.408

.188

1..570

.120

PPVT-RI

.503

.233

.153

2.163

.033

SORTI

.328

.289

.143

1.135

.159

WRITEI

.288

.088

280

3.300

.001

Independent Variables

TREAT

B

Constant 2.192
Mull. R

.737

R.Square

543

NOTE: B;; regression coefficienLl; SE(O) .. standard errors: Dela ;; standardized panial regression coefficienl.ll; T .. 1-

values; SigT= slgnlflcancelevels,

:ll

'"'"

~8a

Figure 10. Path Diagram for Writing Achievement Model at Time Two.
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number of variables, and the high correlations between the independent variables
(Pedhazuf. 1982. p.232·237). Consequently, a third regression analysis was conducted.

SlagcThree
In order to check whether multicoJlinearity was a problem in the previous
regression analysis. the number of independent variables was reduced. A composite
variable called achievement (ACH!) was constructed from the four variables RDG I,
PPVT-Rl, SORTI, and WRITE 1 using a factor analysis (Table 11). The equation for
constructing the linear compo3ilc variable was as follows:
2.40)/1.00

ACHI '" .388 (Rool •

+ .185 (PPVT-Rl -7.42)/1.04 + .403 (SORT I - 2.45)/1.29 + .304 (WRITEl -

10.33)13.32. This gave a composite ACHI with a mean

oro and a standard deviation of

1.0. Since regres!"'ln is based on a correlalior. mattix, correlations lor all len variables
including ACH 1 are presented in Table 12. ACH I was then substituted for the four
previously defincd 'Jariables and the third stage of the regression analysis was conducted.
The results presented in Table 13 indicated thai the stage three regression was congruent
with the stage two model except for RDG2 where the collinearity reduced :malysi!> did
not indicate a significant direct effect for Ihe TREAT parameter. Tnis meanllhat reading
comprehension was not affected by the treatment over and above the effects of the
composite variable ACH1 of the time one ind.icators.
Using the results from the stage three regression. it was then possible 10 calculate
the indirect effects among the variables. Table 14 presents the results of the total causal
effects (direct effects plus the indirect effects) of the treatment on the outcome variables
via ACHI. The direct effect between TREAT and RDG2 at the beJ;inning of grade t....o
is .085. However. the indirect effect of .167 plus the direct effect is .252. In other
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Table 12
Correlation Matri,. for I'll variables including ACHI al Time One and Time Two.

Variables

TREAT

Rool

PPVT·RI

SORTI

WRrrnl

ACHI

R002

nEAT

1.000

0.408

0.381

0.042

0.000

0.012

0.0ll.5

0.042

.062

0.000

ROOI

0.023

1.000

0.004

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

PPvr-RI

0.030

0257

1.000

0.009

0.041

0.000

0.000

0.000

0002

0.001

SORTI

0.170

0.819

0.231

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

PPVf-Rl

SORTI

WR1TE2

WRrrnl

0.390

0.383

0.171

0.503

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.004

0.000

0.000

ACHI

0222

0.849

0.421

0.917

0.691

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.000

R002

0253

0.691

0.510

0.6S4

0.442

0.772

1.000

0.000

0/"00

PPvr-R2

0.171

0.408

0.611

0.362

0.260

0.478

0.493

1.000

0.000

0.000

SORTI

0.152

0.746

0.288

0.933

0.486

0.874

0.677

0.358

1.000

0.000
lroo

WRrrn2

0.492

0.4S8

0.293

0.~i31

0.623

0.478

0.400

0.520

X

130

2.40

7.42

2.45

10.33

0.000

3.34

".

4.02

14.81

SD

030

1.00

1.04

1.48

3.32

.999

1.32

12'

1.70

3.42

0.S86

NOTE: Conelation coefficients below !he diagonal: Significant levels above lhc diagonal: P values <.OS m Stabstkally significant.
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Table 13
Reg~ssion

Coefficients SUl/ldard Errors Standardi1:cd Regression CocfficienlS T·V:lIucs and Slgnlfit3t\Ce Levels for

MJ!.!..
Dcpcoocm Vari:lblcs
AOII

Indcpcndcn!
Variables
....2

TREAT

SE(B)

BETA

T

.\92

.222

2.301

SigT

.023

Constant -.664
MulLR

.222

R Square .049
Roo2
Independent
Variables
TREAT
ACHI
TREATtACHI

SE(B)

BETA

T

.223
1.007

.169
.271

.085
.766

1.319
3.711

.\90

-.011

.170

.013

-.064

.949

SigT

.000

Constant 3.008
Mult.R

.777

R-Square .603

§

Table 13 com'd
Dependent Variable
PPVT-R2
Independent Variables
TREAT
ACHI
TREAT·ACHI

B

SE(B)

BETA

T

.168
.631
-.023

.224
.359
.225

.06&
.491
-.030

.753

.453

1.170

.000

-.103

.981

B

SE(B)

BETA

T

SigT

·.151
1.380
.082

.168
.270
.169

-.045

.811

-.900
5,129

.000

.077

.486

.62g

SliT

Con!.1ant 8.309
Mult.R .482
R.Square 232

Dependent Variables
SORTI
Independem Variables
TREAT
ACIII
TREAT·ACHI

.370

Constant 4.235
Mul!.R
.876
R-Squarc .768

i1

lOS

;

.I

:J,

Tablcl4
TOIaI Causa! Effects of Trcalmenl on Outcome Vad3bles YIa ACHI.

TREAT
Relationship

Total

Dirct:IEffeets

Indirect Effects

TREAT/RDG2

.08S

.167

252

"ffiEA,T/PPvr·R2

.06'

.103

.171

TItEATfSORT2
TREAT/WRITE2

-.04S

.196

.IS1

.372

.\20

.492

iii
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words, the treatment effects do account (or reading comprehension at the end of grade

tWO but only when it was taken into account via the time one scores. This means that
the treatment did have an effect on reading comprehension at time two mostly because
it had influenced. at least to some extent, the achievement levels at lime one. The

treatment was operating more through the time onc learning than through the lime two.

The direct effect of TREAT on PPVT-R2 while conrrolling for ACHI has an
indirect effect of .103 and a direct effeci of .068. The tOtal effects add up to .170. This
means that the treatment had only n slight effect on meaning vocabulary at the end of

grade two.

The relationship between TREAT and SORTI is also negligible with a direct
effect of -.045 and an indirect effect of .196. The lotal effccts add up to .IS 1. This
means that the treatment had a minimal effect on sight vocabulary at the end of grade

The direct effect of the treatment on WRlTE2 is .372 and the indirect effect is
.120 which add up to a total effect of .492. This means that there is absolutely no
ambiguity that the treatment accounts for the children's superior writing perfonnance at
the end of grade two.

10'
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSiONS,lMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is threefold. First. the study will be summarized and
conclusions about findings will be drawn. Second, theoretical and pl'1l.ctical implicattons

of the study will be presented. Third, suggestions will be made for replkation and/or
extension oflhis research.
Summary and Conclusions
This cxperil"ental study was conducted to measure the effecrs of a whole

language approach compared to the traditional basal approach on the achievement levels
of grade two studenls in reading comprehension. meaning vocabulary, sight vocabulary,
and writing ability at the beginning and end of grade two. The investigator capil:lIiud
on

:II

natural experiment which meant that the subjccts were not randomly selected to the

treatment groups. The sample consisted of 104 students ilttending four grade two classes
from two schools in the City of St. John's during the academic year 1989-1990. The
experimental group included fifly-rwo studenu who had exposure to the whole l:anguage
approach in grade one becau5C they were pan of a pilot proFt with the Roman Cuholic
School Board. The cOflll"Ol group wu comprised of fifty-two gr:ade two srudems who had
used the lraditional basal program in grade one. They were selected on the basis of a
close socio-economic match to the experimental group.
The first pan of the study was !:onducted in order to measure whether the
experimental group made greater gains in reading comprehension, meaning vocabulary,
sight vocabulary, and writing ability than the control group during the grade one year.
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The second pan of the study was conducted in order to measure whether exposure to
whole language in grade one and two would l't:sult in higher achievement levels than

exposure 10 a skills approach in grade one and the whole language approach in grade
two.

Based on the resu!!s of the ANOVA, it was possible 10 accept hypothesis fOUf
which staled that lile students exposed to a whole language approach would produce a

significantly higher level of writing ability than those students t3.ught using a skills
approach during their grade one year. Hypotheses one, two, and three. which suggested
that this method would produce improved reading comprehension. meaning vocabulary

and sight vocabulary, were rejected because the differences were not significant.
However, the experimental group showed more improvement than the conttol group
according

fO

the mean scores. Hypotheses five and eight were accepted. They indicated

thai grade two students exposed to whole language in grade one would attain significantly
higher levels of reading comprehension and writing ability than those studenlS taught
using a skills approach in grade one. Hypothesis six and seven which claimed that whole
language instruction would produce higher levels of meaning and sight vocabulary were
rejected. However, they were in the hYPOlhesized direction according to the mean scores.
An inherent weakness in the study was the fact that Ihe students were nOI
raooomly selected. therefore, the results of the ANOYA were tested using a very
suingent three stage regression analysis. The results of the first regression supponed the
findings d pan one of the study which found thai Ihe experimental group produced
superior writing ability than the control group at the beginning of grade two. Stage IWO
of the regression analysis placed statistical controls on the students prior ability in reading

liD
comprehension, meaning vocabulary, sight vocabulary, and writing ability. The resuils
of the stage two regression analysis confirmed the results of the ANQVA which found

that grade two 51Udcnls. who were exposed fO whole language in grade onc produced

superior ability in reading comprehension and writing ability than those students in grade
two who were exposed to the skills approach in their grade one year.
To funher enhance the stability of the study, a factor analysis was conducted to
check whether multicollinearity was a problem. The four variables of reading comprehension, meaning vocabulary, sight vocabulary, and wriling ability from lime onc were
reduced 10 a single variable. Using this composite variable, a third and more rigorous
regression analysis was then conducted.

Results from stage three of the regression

analysis confinned the findings of the second regression with respect to writing ability
bUl not for reading comprehension. However, using lhe resullS of the third regression.
it was possible 10 delermine the direct effeclS and llie indirecl effects among the
variables. The 10tal of the direct effects plus the indirect effects proved beyond Ihe
shadow of a doubl that reading comprehension and writing ability showed a significant
difference for the students who were exposed to whole language in grade one over those
students who were taught using a traditional skills approach.
Theoretical Implications
From the results of lhis study, il can be seen lhat bolh whole language and
traditional approaches to lileracy acquisition created gains in perfonnance. There was
no doubt that the increased perfonnance in wriling ability was a resull of whole language
trealment. However, the scores for lhe experimenlal group on reading comprehension
demonstrate that while whole language treatment effects may not have been particularly

III

significant at the time of the treatment, it did have a lagged or delayed effeci.

Apparenlly, the effects of the treatment in grade one gave children advantages in reading
comprehension in grade two. Children who did nO! receive whole language did not have

this advanlage. Expressed differently one could say that an early investment in whole
language promoted addilionallanguagc investments later on. Like a work of an, it was
an investment Ihat appreciated in value over time. The resulls suggest Ihal the whole

language approach had its strongest influence is the area of reading comprehension and
writing ability.
Practical Implicalions
The main focus of this study was to examine lIle effects of the traditional basal
reading and the whole language approach on Ihc reading and writing development of
grade twO children. The study clearly indicated the feasibilicy of implementing the
Networks whole language program along with additional whole language activities into
primary classrooms.
The practical implications for reading and writing development indicate that a
whole language approach appears to be significantly beuer than the traditional skills
approach and, therefore. teachers should incorporate whole language stratt.gies in their
classroom instruction. Children should be provided with daily experiences in language
activities like group discussions. read alouds, shared reading, paired reading, and
panidpation in independent reading during a designated time period. Individual and
group language experience stories and chans, children's literature, predictable reading
books, c10ze activities, big books, tape recordings of books and children's experience
stories are ell.amples of the kinds of materials that should be part of the whole language
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classroom. Teachers must facilitate learning by providing an atmosphere which is risk
free and where literacy is approached for pleasure and meaning, ralher than as an

exercise in the acquisition of discrete skills.
The R:sults of this study also validate the fact that reading and writing are closely

related and should be developed simultaneously. Children need 10 be immersed in an
environment which encourages and motivates them to read and write. Teachers need to
consider whether class activities are tied to the questions and interests expressed by the
children in the classroom. From the first day of school children should be encouraged

to write for reasons which m important 10 them. If Ihey cannot, they are urged to
pretend they can and use scribbles, drawings, pictures, letters. and spelling inve"l:ons.
As they become more sophisticated, chil~n should be encouraged to write labels. nOles,
leIters. journals. and slories. Through reflecting on the ideas the studems express when
reading and writing lheir stories, teachers can belter understand the special meanings lhol
Ihey are crealing. If studems become writers as they become readers. they will more
readily made the link between writing and reading.

Recommendations for Further Research
To fun her test the effects of whole language. a similar study could be conducled
to include the same four classes in their grade three year.

This would provide an

opponunity 10 extend lhe findings of this stuuy and to delennine any effecls over a Ihree
year period.
This study could be replicated on a much larger scale somewhere in NOAh
America. This would give added credibility 10 Ihe findings of this research.
Further research is needed imo Ihe affective domain. This would detennine the

113
effect of whole language on the attitudes of students towards both reading and writing.

It can be argued that one instnlctional approach would not necessarily have to be
significantly better in ils effects on reading and writing growth if an affective advantage
could be ascenained.

Teacher attitude. including personality factors, should also be investigated. The

success or failure of a program can be attributed 10 the anitude of the teacher responsible
for ils implementation. If leachers are not convinced of the value of whole language
tcaching and continue to use trarlitional approaches, then any perceived failure of the
program could be erroneously ascribed to whole language tcaching.
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The Networks Program (Whole language) for Grade One and Grade Two.

Grade I

Grade 2

Big Books

Read Today! Read Todayl
Tell a Story
Sing A Lullaby
Ask a Riddle

Today and

Anlhologies

Across the Water
Round the Mountain
Outside the Door
In the Meadow

Take a Giant Step
Find a Way Back
Weave a Dream
Reach fora StlU'"

Activity Books

Across the Water
Round the Mountain
Outside the Door E.V.
Outside the Door
In the Meadow E. V.
In the Meadow

Take a Giant Step
Find a Way Back E.V.
Find a Way Back
Weave a Dream E.V.
Weave a Dream
Reach for a Slar E.V.
Reach fora Star

Teacher's Planning
Guides

Across the Water
Round the Mountain
Outside the Door
In the Meadow

:".ike a Giant Step
Find a Way Back
Weave a Dream
Reach fora Star

Independent Readers Ducks Can't Count E.L.
Under the Orange Umbrella
Green for the Queen E.L.
The House on the Hill
Playful Penguins E.L.
The tiniest Penguin
How J Saw the Parade E.L
Olaf Reads

NOTE: E.L. Easier Level; E.V. Easier Version.

Yesterda~'

The Giant's Child E.L.
The Helpful Giant
The Cat and the Rat E.L.
The Know-it-all Frog
The Beaver's Flat Tail E.L.
The Moose's Loose Coat
Squirrels on the Move E.L.
What's Right for Roxy
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The Nelson Language Development Reading Series for Grade One

Teacher's Resource Boob

Surprise! Surprise!
Kittens and Beus
PelS and Puppets
Whisken
Toy Bolt

Basal Readers

Surprise! Surprise!

Kittens and Bears
Pets and Puppeu
Whiskers

Toy Box

I Can Read Workbooks

and Activity Books

Surprise! Surprise!
Kittens and Bears
Pets and Puppets
Whiskers
Toy Box

One Evaluation Resource Book
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Site 5 , box 31

Quigley's Lane
Torbay, ttewfoufldland
AOA 3Z0

Auqu:st 5,

1~6~

Hs. Geraldine Roe

Assistant Superintendent
R.e. School Board
Belvedere, Bonaventure Avenue
St. John's, Newfoundland
Dear Hs. Roe:

I am vritlnq this letter to [eQue!!t permission to conduct a
research project to examine the impact of the Nelson Netvorks
languaqe arts program which is being introduced In~o grade t'iO
classrooms in the St, John's district this Septelllbl::r, 1989.
Speci~ically. I ....ould like to investigate the impact of the
"'hole language approach on the language development of grade
t..,o st'..ldents in four areas; namely, meaning vocabulary, s1gbt
vocabulary, comprehension and W'riting.
To do this, I vould like to test tl'lree classes of grade t'lo'O
students early in October and again in late April.
The
follo .. l nq tests would be given:
1) The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-Revised CPPVT-Rl is an
instrument for assessing student's receptive vocabulary.
2J The Slosson Oral Reading Test (SORT) would be used to
measure the student's sight vocabulary.
3) The Gates MacGinite Reading Comprehension Test is an
instrument used to assess the students understanding of
Yords and ideas in a passage.
41 A .. riting sample on a topic of importance or interest to
each student Yould be gathered collectively during a period
of approximately ten to fifteen minutes.
The first t ...o tests ...ould ha~e to be given individually and
...ould take approximately 15 minutes to administer.
The
comprehension test vould take approximately 30 minutes to
complete. The total testing time required Yould be
approximately one hour.
I am a graduate student in Education vorking on a Master's
degree in Curriculum and Instruction.
I am pre:5ently ...ritng a
proposal for my thesis under the supervision of Dr. Mona
Beebe, Ph.D., an acknowledged expert in the area of reading.
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~~anit

:Ieu !:\r your

e::ms~de=a'::'on

::"1

:'.l:::":~e= que5~:'ons =eqa:::~:':1q ::~!.s
l1e5:''':ac~ :;.::) call (.f37-SaS5).

any

':~.!.s

!! you have
please do

llIat':!!!:::.

=~sea::=:",

.
~ou::s

t:;.:'.J!v.

Gwen Maqu:'::e

~RomQn eatRal'tc ~c~oor ffioo"d (01 St. gOGIl6
BELVEOERE
BONAVENTURE AVENUE
ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNOLANO

A1C3Zo1

1989 08 29
Ms. Gwen Maguire
Site 5, Box 31
Quiqley's Lane
Torb<lY
Newfoundland
AOA 3Z0

Dear Ns. 1'1aqu i re,
This is to ack.nowledge your request to conduct research
in our schools.
Permission is yranted to administer
t.he test.s to three classes of Grade two student5.
Mrs. ~l<lrtha Sanger, Prim<lry Coordina~or, ",ill make
arr.:lngements with one of the schools.
She will contoct
you in September.
Best \'>'ishes for
Yours truly,

Geraldine Roe
A5sociate Superintendent
Curr iculum/lnstruction
GR:msc
Hs. Martha Sanger

in your wer;:.
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!A

f!lJaut~ fff~ YJdud
:i~tJ ~

I+,ndknd q,.;",

:A. pv.:., J '9fa<uulbui
.sdt.sd:i.'!#.9

Dear Parent,
Your child's school nas been selected to participate in

ill

research project to examine the impact of the ne .... lanQuiIIQe arts
program which is being introduced int,o grade tvo classrooms in
the st. John's district this year.
Both the school board and
your child's school are supportint] this study.

As part of this research, your child will be tested early in

October and again In late April.

These tests are used to examine

the effects of the ne .... language arts pro<;ltam in the fol10lo'ing

areas: vocabulary development, readinq comprehension ana vritinq.
The total testing tIme required \/111 be approximately one hour.

Please be assured that all tests results '0/111 be confidential.
Neither the schools nor the children's name .... ill be ident1f1.ed
in any ....ritten report.
I am currently a graduate:!> ldent at Memorial University where I
am completing my Master's Degree Program in the area of language
arts. This research Is the culmination of three years of
intensive study. The results of the project ... ill advise the
Roman Cathol1c School Board of st. John's of the success of the
new program.
If you wish to have any further information regarding this
research, please do not hesitate to call (4)7-5885). Thank you
for your co-operation In this~ matter.

Yours sincerely,

Gven Maguire B.ED.; B.P.E.
Graduate Student (Memorial University)

